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Clerical Cost Reduction and Control
bY F. RAY FRIEDLEY
Assistant Com ptroller, Columbia- Geneva Steel Division, United States Steel Corporation,

Salt Lake City, Utah
Straightforward attack on the problem of mounting clerical costs is
implied in ibis paper which narrater a program applied, department
by department, to chart work flow, analyze methods, se t time standards, compute man -hour budgets, and determine efficiency with which
work is performed. Coupled with this program is one for forms control, and to an outline of it the latter portion of the paper is devoted.

T

HRO U GH T H E D E V E LOPM E N T o f m o d e r n c o s t a c c o u n t i n g s ys t e m s , b u d g e t s ,

statistics and other financial information, accountants have made great
strides in improving their service to management and have played an important
role in reducing manufacturing, costs and improving the profits of companies
for which they work. Also, 'accountants have in recent years become aware of
the alarming increase in the -urden of clerical costs and, because of this, much
effort has been directed toward improving the techniques of performing
clerical work so that reduction in costs could be effected. However, it is well
recognized that clerical costs still provide a fertile field for cost reduction.

Why Has Clerical Cost Control Assumed Current Importance?
That the burden of cler -al costs has grown out of proportion is indicated
by published statistics which show tl- , t during the past fifty years, the number
of factory production workers increased about 75 per cent, whereas, in the
same period, the number of people engaged in office work increased approximately eight times. In 1920, employees in manufacturing industries outnumbered office workers by about four to one. Today the ratio is only two to one.
Another significant comparison is than there are now as many office workers,
O C T O B E R , 1933
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nearly eight million, as there are agricultural workers. This large increase in
the number of people engaged in office work is attributable to many factors,
the principal ones being:
I. Our rapid industrial growth which brought
about many large industrial enterprises
with complex organization structures and
management problems requiring up -todate financial reports, cost reports and
analyses, budgets and budgetary controls, statistics and other important data.
2. Requirements by all branches of government for more statistical data and information.

3. The slow progress that has been made in
developing technological improvements
for performing clerical work. In the past,
employees were usually added to the
payroll to meet increased demands for
information rather than developing improved methods so that the job could be
done with the same number of people.
As a result, the output of clerical work
per employee has not kept pace with
the output of manufactured goods pro.
duced per factory worker.

Accountants take pride in the effectiveness of the clerical procedures established in their respective companies, and, for this reason, many feel that the
ultimate in low cost clerical operations has been attained. However, business
operations become more complex as time goes on, which brings increased demand for information. Because of this and because the rate of pay of office
workers continues to rise, accountants will always be faced with the challenge
of preventing costly administrative practices and providing clerical cost reduction in areas heretofore not generally recognized, in order that the cost of
doing business may be kept at a minimum.
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Often efforts to improve clerical procedures and reduce costs begin and end
with the installation of modern office equipment. This is important and can
be effective but, in itself, it represents only a scratch on the surface in reducing
clerical costs. There are several programs which can be pursued to obtain low
cost clerical operations. This article reviews a two -part program which we
have pursued with good results in effecting reduction and control of clerical
costs.
Choosing the Department and Starting the Work
Our clerical cost control program applies to clerical work industrial engineering techniques generally used to establish performance standards for factory
jobs. The objective of the program is to determine the proper number of people
required to do a given amount of work and to effect low cost clerical operations.
Because of this, the program is conducted by the accounting department, as men
trained in clerical procedures are usually best fitted to do the work. They need
not be highly skilled technicians. The program embraces all clerical functions,
including those of the operating and service departments.
A survey of a particular clerical function consists of recording existing clerical
procedures on flow charts and assigning unit time values to each operation charted.
Monthly volumes are developed and extended by the unit time to determine the
total time requirement of each operation. Operations are grouped together by
position and the unit times added together to determine effective time for the
measured period. Reloaded and adjusted job descriptions, with the appropriate
unit time, are then established. Performance standards are established by preparing a budget control of clerical man - hours. Attendance hours are measured
against standard hours for the current volume and the efficiency of performance
is reflected.
Before a survey is attempted, the functions of the department should be well
established. No major changes in procedure should be pending and, for best
results, the type of work performed in the department selected should be of a
routine, repetitive nature with relatively large volumes, i.e., payrolls, timekeeping, material receiving and disbursing, etc. Conversely, departments in which
creative or nonmeasurable work dominates usually will reap little reward from
the results of a survey.
After the department for a survey has been selected, its supervisor should be
acquainted with the purpose, scope, and the anticipated results of the survey.
He should be advised that the selection of his department for an analysis does
OCT OBE R, 19 53
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not imply a criticism of past performance. There is no question of "why aren't
operations better than they are ?" but rather, "how can they be made better ?"
The supervisor should be made to feel that the survey is his and that the procedure men are merely acting as analysts of data which he supplies. Also, as
the survey proceeds, it has been found advantageous to have a round -table discussion of the survey with all interested parties. Any differences or problems
found to be developing may immediately be ironed out.
The supervisor can actually participate in the survey by furnishing a general
outline of the way the work is now being done, so that the functional breakdown and scope of the charting can be planned in advance. He can also develop
volume counts for each operation, as they may become large and tedious to
secure at the end of the survey. This practice not only makes the supervisor feel
that he is an essential part of the survey but also saves considerable time.
It is a human trait for employees to be suspicious of cost reduction programs.
Resentment of criticism of the individual's work, which a change in methods
implies, and the fear of losing one's job, may create an unhealthy condition.
The effect of a survey on the employees of a department in which it is made,
is much greater than most of us realize. It is at the beginning of the survey
that the approach should be made to turn the employees' attitude from suspicion
to one of helpful cooperation.
We have found no more effective method of securing employee cooperation
than to enlist their aid. This is an excellent means to encourage employees to
think constructively about their work and to put them in the proper frame of
mind to accept changes which will undoubtedly result from the survey. We
have also found it advantageous for each employee to fill out a general activities
form. This form provides a brief list of all the various operations performed
during the day. A record of the work performed only periodically, such as
weekly, monthly, and at irregular intervals, is also noted. Samples of all forms
used by the employees should also be accumulated.
Charting Work -Flow and Setting Time Standards
When the activity sheets, with a sample of all forms, are returned from the
supervisor and employees, the second phase of the program can be started. This
consists of breaking down the work into its component parts, just as in the case
of a manufacturing process. The operations are put together in logical sequence
which will permit completion of a clerical job in the simplest way. First, however, an Organization Chart (Exhibit 1) of the department is drawn up and a
number is assigned to each position to identify it in the work - flow charts.
O C T O B E R , 1953
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EXHIBIT 3

We have found the simplest method to determine and record the flow of
clerical work is to outline it in the form of a Procedure Flow Chart (Exhibit 2 ) .
A flow cha rt will na t u r a l ly sta rt at the t o p o f t h e p a g e and a l l l i n e s wi l l flow

in a downward direction. The symbols, identified in Exhibit 3, are used to denote
steps. The column arrangement of Exhibit 2 allows a vertical space for each
major unit or section of the department to be studied. The first column on the
left ordinarily depicts the section responsible for the major operations and the
su c c e e di n g c ol u m n s t o t h e r i g h t t h e d u t i e s o f s u b s e q u e n t g r o u p s. T h i s p ra c t i c e

emphasizes any "back and forth flow" in work sequence.
A brief but complete description of the operation appears beside each symbol.
This fully explains the work performed. This function is of major importance,
as the descriptions will be used to estimate clerical time requirements and,
eventually, when accumulated by position, will be used as individual position
descriptions. After the description of each operation, there appear three individual boxes in which to show man hours per month, monthly volume, and
man hours per unit.
Each operation is identified by a number. Forms coming into the department
for processing or documents created within the department are identified by a
symbol. The n ame of document or form n umber is s hown in the symbol in
addition to the number of copies received, created, etc. At this point, it is easy
to see that the accuracy of a flow chart depends upon recording work performed
176
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on each piece of paper as it flows through the department or until it leaves the
responsibility, is filed permanently, or is destroyed. That is to say, for example,
that six or eight positions may have contact with the paper as it flows through
the department and, as each position is affected by the paper, this is so recorded
by the symbols and operation description. Since it is necessary to account for
individual copies of all forms or documents affecting a department, each copy
is identified and checked at the conclusion of a charting phase to insure that all
items entering the department or created within the department are accounted
for. In short, the analyst makes the chart a photographic representation of the
work, in the exact order in which it is done.
Inasmuch as standards are established and positions loaded on the basis of
the timing function, care must be exercised in performing this task. Each operation is built up from unit times in amounts of a few seconds or less. The unit
time is converted to decimal hours. The average monthly volume, which is
obtained from sampling several representative months, is multiplied by the unit
time. This provides the total time per month for each operation. The total time
per month for each operation is multiplied by the number of positions to determine the accumulated man hour requirements for the department.
In addition to standard time data in developing work loads, some operations
—such as the preparation of certain reports, business telephone calls, preparation
and clean -up time, etc. —must be given a flat time allowance. An allowance
factor must also be used to adjust for loss of productivity due to fatigue, rest
periods, acceleration, deceleration, etc.
To provide a summarized picture of individual positions and work loads, it
is necessary to break down the flow chart to provide the position descriptions
(Exhibit 4). This furnishes the total personal and effective time, plus any
excess hours unassigned.
Methods Analysis, Job Loading; Efficiency Determination
The next step in the survey is one of extreme importance, for it is here that
the operations of a department are carefully observed from a procedure standpoint to detect any inconsistencies, duplications, unnecessary work, delays, etc.
Every phase of the work performed in a department is analyzed with a quizzical
attitude, with the following questions in mind:
I. Is the work being done necessary?
2. Does it duplicate work being done else.
where?

O C T O B E R , 1953

3. Can it be combined with some other
work?
4. If it is necessary and is not duplicating
other activity, is it being done in the
most efficient way?
177
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The attitude of the alert procedure analyst must be that the ultimate method
has never been reached, that there is always a better way to perform a given
function.
The next step in the survey is to determine effective job loading. This is important, for, at this point, jobs are analyzed to determine that:
I. Like positions are assigned work of e
like nature.
2. As far as possible, skill grades are not
mixed in position loading. For example,
178

a stenographer's duties should not be included with those of a file clerk, since
such a condition may necessitate payment of a higher salary rate on that
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portion of the work requiring a lower
degree of skill. However, in smaller oporations, it may not be practical to apply
this principle.

3. Duties are assigned to assure a continuous and forward flow of material through
positions, avoiding bottlenecks and back tracking.

Budgetary control of established clerical man hours is absolutely necessary to
assure management that benefits resulting from the survey will be perpetuated.
This budget control is based on hours by position. There are three types of
items presented for each position which are used as budget determinants.
The first type is the volume of repetitive operations and is established by
selecting a few of the more important volume operations and accumulating all
related time values listed in the position descriptions. The total of these time
values is divided by the volume selected and a permanent value established. The
second type is called constant time. All daily, weekly or monthly operations for
each period are combined into constant total time value for each position. The
third type of determinant consists of special assignments. They are budgeted
as the actual time required to perform each assignment.
The current monthly volumes accomplished, multiplied by the budget determinants, equal the earned standard hours which, when added to the total constant time and special assignment hours, equal total earned hours. The earned
hours are divided by the attendance hours to determine the efficiency of the position as in Monthly Budget of Clerical Man -Hours (Exhibit 5).
After a survey is completed, an Efficiency Performance Report (Exhibit 6),
showing an analysis of performance and dollar cost in relationship to established
standards, is prepared monthly. This report gives an up -to -date picture of the
cost per man -hour output and takes the guesswork out of providing the proper
number of people required to do a given amount of work. In other words, it
shows whether or not the objectives are being met.
Controlling Origin, Design, and Use of Forms
Forms control is a companion matter to methods analysis. During the past
several years, forms control has received a good deal of attention. Much has
been said and written about it. However, most accountants agree that there is
a continuing need to emphasize its importance, because of the clerical cost savings obtainable through adoption of a sound forms control program. We have
long recognized the importance of a program of this type and have adopted
several control practices which have given us impressive results. We are continually striving to improve this program to obtain still better results.
The main objectives of our forms control program are to reduce clerical expense through elimination of unnecessary forms and to increase the efficiency
OCT OBE R, 19 53
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EXHIBIT 5

of those which remain. It has been estimated that the average company spends
somewhere in the neighborhood of $8 to $10 in clerical expense for every
dollar spent in printing forms. It stands as reasonable that, if unnecessary forms
can be eliminated from current use, not only will the printing bill be reduced
but the clerical expense which goes along with the use of forms, will also be
decreased. We consider forms control to be synonymous with reports control.
We have found that the first step in control of forms is preventing the introduction of unnecessary forms into the procedures. To accomplish this objective,
it is advisable to appoint an employee in each major department to act as representative in all matters pertaining to forms. This employee is given the responsibility of carefully reviewing each new or revised form with the following
questions in mind:
I . Is t he i nfor mat ion to be furni shed by the
form necessary?
2. If so, is this information available in anot her r epor t or can t he f or m be consoli-

3. W hat is the minimum number of copies
required? (Unnecessary copies of forms
cause additional printing and clerical
expense.)

dated with another form serving a similar
purpose?
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The design of the form is a very important factor in forms control. Forms
which are logically arranged and easily understood can do a lot to reduce clerical
effort involved in using them. Employees preparing or approving forms are
encouraged to carefully review them from the viewpoint of the best possible
design.
After it has been established that the form is required and has been properly
designed, a Form Questionnaire (Exhibit 7 ) is prepared, which answers questions concerning control and specifications for reproduction of the form. This
feature of the program is important, as a good printing job cannot be done
unless proper information is available. A neat sketch of the form and the form
questionnaire are submitted to our procedure department, which investigates the
form as to necessity, content and arrangement, its correlation with established
or proposed procedures and the effect on other departments. If approved, the
form is submitted to the office service unit for further review and processing.
This department has the sponsibility of determining whether the form is to be
printed on our own equipment or sent to an outside concern, of assigning form
numbers, and of establishing layout, paper stock to be used, quantity of forms
to print, storage and the disbursing of forms.
Manufacfuring and Supplying Forms; Refenfion Policy
Another important objective of our forms control program is the reduction
of clerical costs through adoption of the least costly type of reproduction consistent with requirements. We have found that most forms can be printed at
considerable savings in our own duplicating department. In order to do this,
however, we had to provide the latest duplicating and photo -copy equipment,
standardize our forms, and eliminate many frills, such as pre- numbering, multicolor and unnecessarily large forms.
An essential part of our program is to stock an adequate supply of all types
of forms. Forms are printed or purchased in quantities sufficient to satisfy requirements, recognizing the most economical quantity to print or purchase.
These forms are stocked in our central supply room and are requisitioned as
needed. Through the use of "minimum" cards, which are inserted in the form
supply at the minimum quantity point, we are assured of sufficient advance notification to process a new supply of forms and have them on hand when needed.
When it becomes obvious that a form is not moving as it should, an inquiry
is sent to the using department to determine if its staff has failed to advise the
office service department that the form has become obsolete. Because constant
O C T O B E R , 1953
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EXHIBIT 6

vigilance is exercised, there is little chance of an inactive form remaining in
stock.
The final step, and a very essential part of the forms control program, is the
systematic retention or destruction of the forms after they have served their
purpose. A well- thought -out program, in which useless records are destroyed
rather than retained, can do much to reduce clerical expenses. The costs of
crating, handling, and filing records are quite difficult to obtain. However, we
found from actual experience that it cost in the neighborhood of $80,000 to
file and store some 7,000 cases of records accumulated during World War IL
Our records retention and destruction program is built around the objective
of retaining only essential records. The first step in this program is to carefully
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sort out and destroy unessential documents. We have found that, if this operation is not carefully performed, many useless or duplicate copies of records will
be filed. Essential records which are to be retained are stored in specially designed storage boxes. Each box is labeled and indexed in such a manner as to
be readily located. The storage areas are under the control of the accounting department and access to them can be gained only upon approval of the custodian.
The length of time essential records are to be stored depends upon legal
requirements and administrative needs. However, at the time of storage, a special form is prepared which shows the destruction date of each file. The forms
are then filed by destruction date. When this date ultimately arrives, the form
is forwarded to the proper department to determine if the records may be destroyed. If an unusual situation has occurred which requires the records to be
retained longer than the designated retention period, adjustments are made accordingly. If the records are no longer needed, they are then destroyed.
Benefits Received from a Clerical Cost Control Program
Programs directed toward the reduction and control of clerical costs require
considerable time and effort in their application. Therefore, many benefits must
be derived in order for the programs to "pay off." The principal benefits we
have realized in the accounting department from our efforts to reduce and control clerical costs are summarized below:
The most important benefit is, of course,
the monetary gain obtained through reducfion in clerical costs. Since salaries
paid to employees form the principal
item of clerical costs, reduction in the
number of people on the payroll produces the greatest benefit. During the
four -year period 1949 -1952 inclusive, the
number of salaried employees in our accounting department was reduced approximately 15 per cent. It can be readily recognized that this decrease in personnel resulted in a substantial and permanent reduction in costs. Although our
accounting forces were reduced, this
does not mean that 15 per cent of our
ampIoyees lost their jobs. The natural
turnover and absorption of personnel by
other departments took care of most of
the reduction in personnel. Another important point is that the decrease in the
number of employees was accomplished
in spite of the facts the+ our operations
expanded considerably during this period and the service furnished to man agement became more comprehensive in
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scope. This means that, if we had not
inaugurated a clerical cost reduction program, our forces would undoubtedly
have increased rather than decreased.
Through adoption of the clerical cost
control program, supervisors have become highly conscious of the need to
reduce and control clerical costs. Many
worthwhile ideas were developed and it
is likely that some of the ideas would
not have been uncovered except through
alertness of supervisors. Through instilling
this type of thinking in supervisors, a
continuing benefit is derived from this
area of activity.
Numerous guideposts are provided to
management for their use in determining
the trend of clerical costs.
Comparisons of efficiency among departments are made possible, since all deparfinents function on a standardized
basis.
Guess -work in providing the proper
number of people to do a given amount
of work, is removed.
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EXHIBIT 7
6. Employees become aware that they are
working for efficient management, which
instills in them a sense of pride in the
progressiveness of the employer.

7. Through higher productivity, employees
feel that t hey have a bet ter oppor tuni ty
to improve their earnings and that t heir
employment will be more secure.

A Matter of Importance
At the beginning of this article, there were certain positive indications given
of the characteristics of an effective clerical cost control program. These indications have been elaborated upon and exemplified during the course of the paper.
In closing, I want to re- emphasize several of the points made:
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Although accountants have made considerable progress in reducing clerical costs,
there remains a substantial amount of
"pay dirt" in this area.
This article reviews a f w o -point program
which we have used with good results in
reducing clerical costs. However, it is
well recognized that there are other programs, such as mechanization of clerical

functions, employees' suggestions, methods improvements, etc., which can produce very favorable cost - saving results.
3. Any clerical cost reduction program
adopted should apply not only to the
activities of the accounting department
but also to all clerical work performed
throughout the organization in whatever
department it may be found.

As a final message, accountants must continue to seek out ways and means to
reduce and control clerical costs and meet new demands made of them, if they
are to assume their proper share of management responsibility.
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What Do Expense Surveys Signify ?
by ROBERT B. MINER
Assistant Professor of Business Organization, The Ohio Stale University, Columbus, Ohio

The history, prevalence and utility of a medium for "getting a line"
on effective operating levels, which has become fairly well - developed
for a number of wholesale and retail lines but not yet adapted, to any
extent, to manufacturing fields, is here described by a teacher of marketing. He gives considered attention to the reliability of data, especially as to homogenity of survey samples and types of averages
through which it is interpreted.

T

HE BODY OF LITERATURE dealing with distribution cost analysis is assuming

substantial proportions.

Highlighting the contributions of individual ac-

countants and marketing researchers to the clarification and refinement of techniques of cost allocation and control, the N.A.C.A. National Committee on
Research brought forth during 1951 three studies of a "summing up" nature.'
Distribution cost analysis is, however, primarily a study of the operating expenses
and revenues of the individual concern. For information concerning groups
of concerns or establishments, it is necessary to turn to studies of comparative
distribution expenses.
It is the purpose of this article to examine the nature of expense surveys
and to appraise some of the practices followed with reference to the collection,
processing, and presentation of expense data. No attempt is made to consider
other kinds of operating results data —such as -stock-turn rates and merchandise
returns — usually included in such surveys. In view of the scarcity of comparative information concerning producers' distribution expenses, 2 remarks are
chiefly confined to group studies of wholesale and retail enterprises.
'Research Series No. 19, "Assignment of Nonmanufacturing Costs for Managerial
Decisions," N.A.C.A. Bulletin, May 1951; Research Series No. 20, "The Assignment of
Nonmanufacturing Costs to Products," N.A.C.A. Bulletin, August 1951; and Research
Series No. 21, "The Assignment of Nonmanufacturing Costs to Territories and Other
Segments," N.A.C.A. Bulletin, December 1951.
2
Several studies have been made of the marketing costs of manufacturers, but the
amount of published detailed information provided is far less than that available for
retail and wholesale concerns. Probably the broadest coverage of manufacturers' costs
was obtained in connection with the 1935 Census of Business. Useful cost information
for certain more recent years has been assembled by the Federal Trade Commission and
by the erstwhile Office of Price Administration. A 1931 study sponsored jointly by the
Association of National Advertisers, Inc, and the N.A.C.A. was for years a frequently
cited source of comparative distribution costs. The difficulties surrounding attempts to
collect, on a continuing basis, accurate distribution cost data from classified groups of
manufacturers are pointedly discussed by James W. Culliton in The Management of
Marketing Costs (Graduate School of Business Administration, Harvard University,
1948).
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Data Sources; Objectives of Surveys
The most comprehensive information dealing with operating expenses of
marketing establishments has been furnished by the several Censuses of Business. Total expenses for all wholesale establishments were obtained for each
census year, i.e., 1929, 1933, 1935, 1939, and 1948. Similar information for
all retail establishments was presented for the first three years but not for 1939
and 1948, although total payroll expense was so provided. Total operating
expenses, as defined by the Bureau of the Census, are explicit or contractual
costs (e.g., employees' wages, telephone and telegraph expense, vehicle maintenance expense). Hence, implicit or imputed items of expense, including the
compensation of proprietors of unincorporated firms and interest on owned
investment, are not a part of the total. Care must, therefore, be taken in
comparing Census data with the total expense ratios shown in many expense
surveys which do recognize certain implicit costs.
It is perhaps unnecessary to observe that the richness of operating cost data
made available by the activities of the Bureau of the Census has been a source
of considerable satisfaction to businessmen and students of cost phenomena
alike. For example, the 1948 Census of Business, in the published findings for
wholesale trade, presents operating expense statistics for 36 detailed types of
operation and some 140 kinds of business.3 Adequate description and evaluation of Census data are unfortunately beyond the scope of the present paper.
The special province of this article is surveys of the operating expenses of
sample groups of marketing concerns. The findings of such surveys are recorded in a vast amount of published information in numerous lines of business.
Most surveys of the type to be discussed relate to firms or establishments in a
given line of business regarded as reasonably homogeneous in character. The
sources of these surveys are many and varied. The purposes for which surveys
are made, and the form and content of the cost information assembled and
published, are indicative of the differences in sources.
A principal objective of many surveys is the determination of average or
typical figures which may serve as bases of comparison for the firms in a particular industry or kind of business. This objective characterizes surveys conducted by trade associations, university bureaus of business research, statistical
organizations, trade papers, manufacturers, and certain governmental agencies
a For further explanation see, for example, Bulletin No. I -W -O, Wholesale Trade,
United Stater Summary, U.S. Census of Business- 1 9 4 8 , pp. 0.33 -0.34. For operating
expenses classified by size of establishment, see Bulletin No. 2 -W -2, Sales Size and Operating Expenses.
O C T O B E R , 1953
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and departments, particularly the United States Department of Commerce.
Surveys are often made as part of general economic investigations by governmental bodies and private individuals or organizations. Many of the studies
made by the Federal Trade Commission are illustrative of this objective.
Finally, cost information may be assembled and classified primarily for the
purpose of making factual knowledge of the various segments of the marketing
system available to all interested persons.
What Organizations Conduct Surveys?
Surveys of the operating results of business concerns were first instttutect
in the United States by the Harvard University Bureau of Business Research
about 1 9 1 1 . Among the earliest lines of business for which expenses were
examined were retail shoes and retail groceries.4 The surveys of the Harvard
Bureau were soon extended to the wholesale grocery trade and, since World
War I, they have ranged over a considerable number of retail and wholesale
trades and types of operation. The Bureau is now best known for its annual
studies of the operating results of department stores, specialty stores, and limited price variety stores. The report on operations in 1 9 5 2 marked the thirtythird edition of an unbroken series of studies of the first two types of stores.
The Harvard studies are characterized by very detailed listings of expense
items, by numerous subclassifications of operating results, and by thoroughness
of analysis and interpretation. Most of the studies have been made in cooperation with various trade associations, especially the National Retail Dry
Goods Association.
In the meantime, other universities undertook similar studies in many lines
of business, with local or sectional geographic coverage receiving emphasis.
For example, the Bureau of Business Research of The Ohio State University
carried on an annual survey of the operating results of a group of wholesale
grocery firms in Ohio for a period of eleven years (1 9 2 4 - 1 9 3 4 ) . Although
based upon a very small sample of firms, these annual surveys constitute the
longest time series of expense data available for the wholesale grocery business.
Referring to the retail grocery trade, the longest series of data on a state basis
is that found in the reports published by the College of Business Administration of the University of Nebraska for the period 192 0 -1 92 9. The number
of other universities which have made operating results studies is too large
* See, Object and History of the Bureau with Some Preliminary Figures on the Retailing of Shoes, Bulletin No. 1 (Cambridge: Bureau of Business Research, Graduate
School of Business Administration, Harvard University, 1913).
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to permit even a listing by name. Among the more important institutions, with
reference to survey work, have been Northwestern and Indiana Universities,
and the Universities of Colorado, Iowa, Michigan, and Oregon. Consumer
goods lines, particularly convenience goods, have received chief attention in
these surveys and, with but few exceptions, independent concerns have been
studied.
Trade associations also initiated surveys of the cost of doing business at an
early date. The National Wholesale Hardware Association has published the
longest continuous series of expense data for any wholesale trade. The annual
overhead expense reports of the Association date back to 1914. Fortunately,
for comparative purposes, retail hardware operations have also been studied
for a number of years. The National Retail Hardware Association has issued
annual reports on the operating results of hardware stores since 1922. Many
industrial goods lines have been covered by trade association surveys, as witness the reports of the National Supply and Machinery Distributors Association
and those of the American Dental Trade Association. Then, too, the cooperative studies of trade associations and university bureaus of business research
must not be lost sight of in a consideration of the extent of trade association
activity in survey work.
Business reporting concerns have made a valuable contribution to our knowledge of operating expenses in numerous lines of business. The work of Dun
& Bradstreet, Inc. is most noteworthy in this respect. In the decade preceding
World War Il, several general surveys of expenses in a large number of retail
and wholesale trades were made by this organization. In addition to general
surveys, Dun & Bradstreet frequently, in cooperation with certain trade associations, has prepared separate studies of expenses in several lines of business.
All of the sources of expense surveys mentioned thus far have been of a
private nature. The work carried on by governmental agencies must also be
noted. Certainly the studies which have been undertaken by the U.S. Department of Commerce are of utmost significance. Supplementing the well known
distribution cost analysis work of the Department have been the expense surveys conducted in such widely diversified lines as drugs, groceries, hardware,
electrical goods, paints, and confections.
Manufacturers interested in helping their own customers to a better understanding of costs have engaged in the compilation of comparative expense data.
An outstanding illustration is that of Eli Lilly & Company in drug store opera
tions. Each year from 1932 to the present, this concern has prepared a survey
of operating results in those stores which have furnished information reO C T O B E R , 1953
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quested as a part of the Lilly business advisory service to retailers. The National Cash Register Company offers a somewhat different type of cost aid to
retailers in that this company has from time to time published pamphlets containing pertinent expense information drawn from available studies in a variety
of lines of business.
Some Indication of Extent and Character of Surveys
The extent to which operating expense surveys have developed is indicated
by the fact that the editors of Distribution Costs: An International Digest assembled over 350 tables which, for the most part, consist of expense figures
for a wide range of retail and wholesale commodity lines., Inspection of the
tabular material in this volume discloses several interesting features of the
collected surveys. First, with respect to coverage, retail surveys far outnumber
those of wholesale establishments and surveys of independent concerns are
much more numerous than those of chain organizations. Again, the majority
of surveys is national in scope. Surveys restricted to particular states or cities
are next in importance, whereas regional or sectional surveys are least numerous.
Practically all of the surveys make use of a natural classification of expenses,
but the amount of detail shown varies greatly. A functional expense classification is also employed in a few studies, particularly those of department stores
and specialty stores. A major portion of the surveys classifies expenses according to sales volume groups, the next most frequently used bases of expense
classification being size of city and profit status of reporting concerns. A further point of interest is that nearly one -half of the surveys either include interest on owned investment as an expense or show i t a s a n in fo r m a t i o n a l item.
Finally, the type of average found most frequently is a "common" or typical
figure, usually an adjusted median or mean. The unadjusted median and the
weighted arithmetic mean are used less frequently, and the unadjusted mean
has very limited use. These types of averages are described and compared in
a later section of this paper.
Typical Survey Procedure
Surveys of group expenses, and other operating results, are usually based
upon detailed profit and loss statements which have been submitted in con, Malcolm P. McNair, Stanley F. Teele, and Frances G. Mulhearn, with the collaboration of Julius Hirsch, Distribution Costs: An International Digest (Graduate School
of Business Administration, Harvard University, 194 1). Several tables in the Digest
pertain to costs of concerns in various European countries.
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formity with a standard classification of accounts. The first step in survey procedure is, accordingly, the development of a standard form of statement featured by uniform account terminology and definitions. The practicability of
this form is then established by spot tests in representative firms and an acceptable reporting schedule is prepared. Schedules are then distributed, usually
at the close of the fiscal year," to all concerns which have signified a desire to
cooperate in the study. In the case of trade associations, the schedules may be
sent to the entire membership, ordinarily with the expectation that only a certain proportion of completed forms will be returned. The data thus reported
constitute a sample for a particular kind of business. Sometimes the sample
is a large one but, more often, it is a relatively small one, the results of which
must be interpreted carefully.
Schedules returned to the issuing organization must be carefully examined
and adjusted for discrepancies and omissions. Frequently the adjustment necessitates additional correspondence with particular firms and, in some instances,
personal interviews are undertaken. The dollar figures for the various expense
and income items are next expressed as percentages of net sales, although
gross margin is occasionally utilized as a base for percentages. From these
percentages various types of averages are then computed. The exact nature of
the statistical tabulations and comparisons to be made varies greatly from study
to study, the major objective of a particular study being largely determinative
of the amount of detail presented.
Survey Samples —Are They Representative, Reliable?
All surveys of the operating expenses of groups of marketing concerns (excepting censuses, of course) are subject to certain limitations imposed by
sampling. In general, these limitations are those associated with the selection
of a representative people and with the securing of a reliable or numerically
adequate sample.
Several factors may operate to prevent a survey of firms in a particular line
of business from being truly representative of the universe avowedly measured.
In the first place, the sample may consist of concerns characterized by extreme
"The calendar year may be preferable for reporting purposes if varying accounting
periods characterize a substantial segment of firms in a trade. "Therefore, it may be
wise to ask members to adjust their data to a calendar year basis in order to retain
comparability in time. This step, although an extra task and expense for some members,
has the additional value of shortening the period of time between the end of the period
covered by the study and the publication date because the waiting period before tabulation and analysis of schedules can begin is reduced." (Orin E. Burley, "Marketing
Research, Operating Surveys and Analysis," Journal of Marketing, September, 1949, p.
222) .
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heterogeneity of operations. A survey of the expenses of retail hardware
stores, for example, may be of doubtful value if it is felt that differences in
expense totals may arise because some of the stores included in the sample
are more nearly appliance stores than hardware stores. On the other hand,
certain other factors, such as size of business or location, may be of greater
importance in determining similar types of operation.
It seems safe to say that in most published studies it is not possible to tell
the degree of homogeneity present. Consequently, it is valuable to investigate
the amount and possible causes of variations which may exist in expense data
for firms supposedly of fairly homogeneous character. A start in this direction
is usually provided in surveys by the separate classification of firms according
to various factors of variability and the determination of typical results for
each pertinent subclassification.
Nevertheless it is not uncommon for a few firms possessing similar characteristics to interchange cost information as a needed supplement to industry
survey figures. For example, the case may be cited of some twenty similar
general -line wholesalers in a certain trade who have found the results of the
annual survey of the entire trade to be inadequate because of the diversity of
concerns included. Individual members, therefore, place chief reliance upon
comparative cost information developed within the confines of this small group
of homogeneous wholesalers.
In the second place, the reporting concerns may often represent a select
group. Schedules are not infrequently obtained principally from concerns
keeping records according to a uniform accounting method. But such concerns are likely to be above average in efficiency, so that their results do not
provide a cross - section of the trade as a whole. A select group may also be
involved, even when the reporting concerns are not cooperators in a uniform
accounting program. The selectivity is traceable to the tendency of the more
progressive firms to respond to requests for expense information. This may
be especially true of occasional surveys, regardless of source, and is probably
not uncommon to the continuing surveys of trade associations and research
organizations.
A fairly small sample of firms may often include a sizable portion of the
total dollar volume in a particular line of business and the sample may, therefore, be considered representative. If, however, the operating experience of
the typical establishment is desired, the sample results may be faulty in being
heavily weighted in favor of the larger business. Finally, certain geographic
areas may be much better represented in a sample than others. Trade associa192
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tion membership, for instance, may often be centralized in a few regions, or
even in a few states, even though a given association be national in scope. In
such a case, care must be taken in extending the applicability of survey findings
to the nation.
Reliability of data involves additional considerations. Whereas representativeness of sample data is achieved when reporting concerns accurately mirror the
characteristics of the universe of concerns designated for study, reliability is
present when the sample statistics do not vary from the universe values by more
than the allowable degrees of error specified in the sample design. In other
words, the concept of reliability is essentially one of statistical stability and, as
such, its usefulness is predicated on the assumption of representativeness in the
sample. If the assumption is valid in a particular sample, then the principal
means of insuring reliability is through having a sufficient number of cases.
The fact that surveys of operating results of business firms are not generally
made in conformity with either the principles or the techniques of scientific
sampling constitutes a real barrier to the determination of the reliability of
average expense ratios. Moreover, the diversity of characteristics present in the
universe ostensibly measured, may be such that no valid estimate of reliability
is possible. Furthermore, the fact that few published survey findings include
expense data for individual concerns usually bars the way to the testing of
reliability by means of statistical methods.
A helpful clue to both reliability and representativeness of sample data may
be afforded by Census of Business figures for those lines of business corresponding to census classifications. Differences in time, definitions, tabulation
breakdowns, and calculation techniques may, however, effectively prevent the
consideration of census values as comparison benchmarks for sample data.
Problems of Averaging Expense Dafa
For both total expenses and individual expense items, it is necessary to calculate measures of central tendency, or averages, in order that summarization
of survey data may be effected. The principal problem of averaging is that
of selection of the type or types of average which will be of most significance
in the summary process. A problem of secondary importance arises because
of the fact that the sum of the averages of individual expense items rarely
equals the average of total expense.
For most surveys an average is desired which will give equal weight to each
concern's experience. The median, as the value of the middle item of an arrayed series, best fulfills this objective. On the other hand, interest may often
OCT OBE R, 19 53
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lie more with an expense average calculated with full reference to the sales
volume importance of each concern. If this type of average is sought, the
weighted arithmetic mean is the preferred choice. It is this type of average
that the Census of Business uses to give recognition to aggregate dollar figures
for sales and expenses. Thus, if the sum of total expenses of a group of firms
was $10,000,000 and the net sales of the group totaled $50,000,000, the
weighted average expense would be 20 per cent (of net sales).
Because the median affords no recognition of differences in size of concerns
and because the weighted mean may afford too much recognition, statisticians
have turned to compromise types of averages in many instances. One of these
is the interquartile average, computed by striking out the top 25 per cent of
arrayed figures and the bottom 25 per cent and finding the arithmetic mean
of the middle 50 per cent. Analagous to this type of average is the "centered"
arithmetic mean used in earlier Dun & Bradstreet surveys. In the main, this
average is computed by eliminating certain extreme items from both ends of
a series. Another compromise is the "common" figure made use of extensively
by the Harvard University Bureau of Business Research. This figure usually
is determined partly by one or more computed averages and partly by judgment
based upon inspection of the data:
"It is intended to reflect a typical performance and simultaneously, if possible, to
bear the same arithmetical relationships to other common figures for a group of firms
that existed in the original data. Ideally, it is the figure around which the percentages from all the individual reports in a group tend to concentrate and usually is
determined by either the interquartile average or the median. However, for certain
accounts which reflect widely divergent experience among reporting firms, as, for
example, service purchased, repairs, and unclassified, there sometimes is no figure
around which the percentages in an array tend to concentrate, especially if the number
of firms in the group is small. In such cases, the arithmetic average may influence
the selection of the common figure."(')
Neither the unweighted and unadjusted arithmetic mean nor the mode has
found much application in expense surveys. The former tends to be influenced considerably by extreme items, whereas the latter tends to be erratic or
not readily calculable. The arithmetic mean is indispensable, however, for
special analyses of expense series, because it is subject to algebraic manipulation and is necessary to the computation of additional statistical measures.
A valuable technique adopted in a number of surveys is the computation of
"goal" or "top performance" ratios. These figures are averages designed to
show the expense levels of the lower cost firms reporting. Thus, a given firm
7
Malcolm P. McNair, Operating Results of Department and Specialty Stores in 1952,
Bureau of Business Research Bulletin No. 139 (Graduate School of Business Administration, Harvard University, 1953), p. 60.
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may not only compare its performance with the typical figures for the group
as a whole but may also determine how it has fared in relation to the better than- average results scored by a few firms. The first or lower quartile is often
selected as the goal figure in expense surveys. This measure is merely that
ratio in an array of ratios which divides the array in such a way that one -fourth
of the items lie below the first quartile and three - fourths are above it. In
effect, the first quartile is the midpoint of the more favorable (lower) 50 per
cent of arrayed figures. A more exacting measure sometimes used is obtained
by taking the middle item of the lowest 25 per cent of the data.
When the third or upper quartile is also given, an indication of the scatter
of individual cases about the typical ratio is made possible. In statistical terms,
the first and third quartiles constitute the interquartile or middle range figures,
between which fall the middle 50 per cent of arrayed data. This manner of
showing variation among firms is easily comprehended by consumers of expense surveys and is preferable to use of more precise statistical measures. An
excellent example of the use of middle range figures is provided by the 1953
edition of the "Departmental MOR" report of the Controllers' Congress of
the National Retail Dry Goods Association.'
Equalization of expense ratios is a special problem. Whenever median expense ratios are used, it is seldom possible for the sum of the individual expenses to equal the total expense ratio. The same difficulty attends the use of
the weighted or unweighted arithmetic means whenever some concerns fail to
report on one or more expense items. Many surveys make no attempt to adjust
for this situation. Others, however, apply some kind of correction factor to
the individual ratios in order that their sum will equal the total expense percentage.
The easiest and most widely used method of equalization is to determine
the amount of error between the sum of the individual ratios and the total
expense ratio and to adjust each item on a pro rata basis. As the amount of
error is usually quite small, this method is a good, practical expedient. Nevertheless, from the standpoint of statistical nicety, an equalization method should
be employed which makes allowance for the fact that the amount of variation
about each individual ratio is not the same but ordinarily is quite different
from item to item. One possible solution of proved value entails adjustment of
each item by the same proportion of its standard deviation or other measure
of variability.
' Raymond F. Copes, 1952 Merchandising and Operating Results of Departmentized
Stores (New York: Controllers' Congress, N.R.D.G.A., 1953), p. 107.
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Treatment of "Implicit" Expenses In Surveys
In studies of the operating expenses of unincorporated enterprises, it is
common practice to include an estimate of fair salaries for proprietors and
active partners (salaries of inactive partners should probably be considered as
deductions from net profit). It is less common to include an allowance for
interest on owned investment in the expenses of either unincorporated or incorporated firms. The writer has no inclination to engage in the time - honored
argument as to whether such interest is or is not a real expense of the individual enterprise. This much is true, however, that, to afford a proper comparison between the expenses of firms using different proportions of borrowed
and invested funds, it is essential that account be taken of interest on owned
investment.
An excellent illustration of a logical method of treating interest expense is
offered by the Harvard studies of the expenses of limited price variety stores.
In these studies two items of interest expense are included within the total
store expense. The first item —a part of tenancy expense — consists of interest
(implicit) computed on real estate equity, and mortgage interest (explicit).
The second item is made up of interest (implicit) on the average net worth
exclusive of real estate, leaseholds, and goodwill, plus any interest (explicit)
actually paid other than mortgage interest. From the latter sum are deducted
any interest and dividends received as income. Prior to 1945, the implicit
interest charges were figured for all concerns at six per cent. Beginning with
the study of 1945 operating results, more realistic imputation has been employed.
A summary of the procedure is given in the following passage:
"Prior to the 1945 study, the imputed charges had been figured at 6 %, which was
the prevailing rate for long -term capital at the time this practice was initiated. In
view of a declining trend in money rates, it was decided that, beginning with the
survey of 1945 operating results, a percentage should be employed that would more
fairly represent the actual rate of interest which a firm would have had to pay to
borrow long -term capital to finance its principal assets. Consequently, for the years
1945 -1948 a sliding scale was used for the chains, with rates varying from 30/r to
6% according to the size of the individual firm.... A uniform rate of 4 % was used
in figuring interest in the 1949, 1950, and 1951 studies."(f l)
Value of Comparative Expense Ratios to Management
The usefulness to management of comparative expense data has frequently
been questioned. It is felt by many businessmen that group averages —and even
8 E.
R. Barlow, "Operating Results of Limited Price Variety Chains in 1951," Bureau
of Business Research Bulletin No. 138 (Graduate School of Business Administration,
Harvard University, 1952), P. 32.
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goal figures —are not satisfactory guides for the individual firm or establishment.
This feeling is most often justified on the grounds that "our business is different." As observed earlier, this objection has substance in those cases in which
a survey does not clearly distinguish reasonably homogeneous groupings of firms.
In cases, however, in which groupings are featured by a considerable degree of
uniformity in the organizational and operating characteristics of reporting firms,
it would seem that the typical figures for the group can be highly useful guides
for cost control and profit planning.
The extensive use made of group averages by small retailers in each of several
lines of business in Oregon is one bit of recorded evidence in support of this
conclusion.10 A substantial number of these merchants viewed their group averages as practical standards helpful in the determination of the proportions of
sales to be expended for such items as advertising, sales payroll, and rent. In
this instance —as in others which could be cited — significant deviations either
way from the typical ratios of individual expense items were regarded as danger
signals calling for management investigation. At the outset, of course, such an
investigation should consider whether a particular deviation is amenable to corrective action or whether it is traceable to valid operating peculiarities which
negate a direct comparison between the firm and the average experience of the
group.
It may be argued, nevertheless, that management may defeat its own ends if
too much attention is given to expense items which are seemingly out of line.
This is particularly true in those cases in which a given firm's ratio is considerably lower than the group average or standard. Actually, achievement of a very
low ratio may not warrant commendation. It may merely indicate a failure on
the part of management to maximize profits and to safeguard assets.
To illustrate, a firm may not have incurred selling costs sufficient in amount
to bring forth revenues productive of the greatest amount of dollar profits. In
like manner, insurance expenditures may be insufficient to provide the degree of
protection of assets normally expected. A higher than average ratio may, on the
other hand, indicate such maximization or it may be the result of experimentation to find the most efficient pattern of allocating resources in the firm." The
issue to be reckoned with here is, however, that a high total expense ratio may
carry with it a high break -even point which will spell trouble in the event of
10
See N. H. Cornish, "Retail Operating Results as Guides for Small Merchants,"
Journal of Marketing, XI, July 1946, pp. 62 -64. Professor Cornish warns that survey
figures must be up -to -date to a useful.
11
See William Drager, "The Interpretation of Ratios Used in Cost Analysis," Journal
of Marketing, April 1944, pp. 424 -425.
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even a slight decline in sales volume. Trends in the magnitude of absolute
figures for expenses should certainly be studied as a check on the expense ratios
experienced by a firm over a period of time.
In any event, the greatest value to be gained from the use of group expense
ratios does not lie in comparisons made for any one year. Instead, it lies in
comparisons made for a number of years —a number sufficient to establish a
trend picture. Furthermore, a more accurate trend picture is possible if, in the
published survey results, typical ratios are separately computed for identical
firms, year in and year out. For example, assume that 370 firms were included
in a particular survey report for 1951, whereas 395 firms were covered in the
survey for 1952. If it were further assumed that 295 firms furnished figures
in both years, these would be referred to (in the 1952 report) as identical firms
for the two years. In contrast to the pattern of ratios for all reporting concerns
each year, the pattern for identical firms is more easily interpreted, because it
is not affected by variations in the size and composition of the gross sample
from one year to the next. It should be recognized, nevertheless, that the character of a group of identical firms undergoes an evolution over a lengthy period
of time and, hence, comparisons must be attuned to such change.
Review of Points Made
This article has examined various characteristics of, and problems associated
with, surveys of the operating expenses of sample groups of wholesale and retail concerns. Such surveys have been conducted and published for many years
by numerous types of organizations such as universities, trade associations, and
government agencies. Typical survey procedure involves the development of
standardized reporting forms and the collection and processing of expense and
other operating figures submitted by firms taking part in the survey. Because
only a portion of the concerns which might report data actually do, problems of
sampling are encountered in practically all surveys. The validity of sample statistics is dependent on the qualities of representativeness and reliability of data
secured. These qualities are difficult of attainment in many surveys because of
lack of adherence to sound sampling procedure.
The summarization of data introduces the problem of selecting the proper
type of average. The range of choice usually lies between the median and the
weighted mean, with various kinds of "common" or compromise averages being
widely used. A secondary problem of equalizing expense ratios may be solved
either by a simple pro rata method or by more precise statistical techniques.
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Comparableness in the figures of reporting concerns can be secured, moreover,
only if recognition is given to imputed costs of proprietor compensation and
interest on owned investment.
Although numerous difficulties thus attend the effective use of expense survey
data by management, comparative ratios can be valuable guides in controlling
costs and planning profits, particularly when comparisons point up trends in the
performances of the individual firm and its group standard.
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Consider the Needs of the Reportee
by DAVID S. MOFFITT
Controller, The Connecticut Hard Rubber Co., New Haven, Conn.

It is the concern of the present author that failures in reporting —unread or misinterpreted reports waste'time and money, including much
of the cost of gathering supporting data under routine procedures,
and present a roadblock to the usefulness of industrial accounting.
Seeking a remedy, he explores the possibilities and desirability of preparing reporter in line with the personal characteristics of officials to
whom they go.
%t rH I N T HE LA S T D E CA D E w e ha v e s e e n a t r e m e n d o u s gro w t h i n t h e f u n c t i o n

W

� / of collecting and reporting financial facts to management. Some of this

growth, undoubtedly, has been brought about by the requirements of the government, for both tax and defense contracting purposes. More of a factor than that,
however, has been management's increasing realization of the value of accounting data for the purposes of planning and control.

Does Popularity of Charts Underscore Ineffective Reporting?
Until just recently, the technical methods developed for collecting and assembling financial data have been more advanced than reporting methods. However, industrial accountants are realizing the need for effective reporting techniques and, within the past few years, a number of sound articles on reports
have appeared in accounting literature. This is an excellent indication that a
large amount of serious thought and study is being given better reporting methods. In particular, the most promising development to date in financial communication with management seems to be the increased use of charts accompanied by oral explanation. The complete absence of narrative and the exhibition of a single set of facts at a time are the method's chief advantages. These
advantages allow for concentration and absorption by top management of the
pertinent data. Personal explanation answers questions as to matters the charts
may not make clear, for the benefit of all assembled.
However, for the very reason that this method seems to be the most successful,
it would seem also to indicate a failure on the part of industrial accountants to
develop an effective line of written communication with top management. Perhaps, this failure is due to a lack of recognition on the part of industrial accountants of the personal characteristics of the various members of management
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receiving written reports. In other words, it suggests the inquiry, "Do the
individual differences among members of the management team have anything
to do with the fact that written communication of cost and financial facts is
less successful than visual and oral communication ?"
The Proposal — and Some Hazards
No matter what method of presentation is used, a good financial or cost
report for management should do two things:
I. Give an accurate portrayal of the facts.
2. Motivate the management action required.

Any report which does not accomplish these can be considered a failure. But
each of these points is an extremely personal matter with the recipient of any
report. To him there is one best way of receiving an accurate portrayal of facts.
For him there is one best way of motivation. All accountants have been associated with executives who preferred graphs to tabular reports or vice versa.
All accountants have experienced the agonies of preparing important reports
only to have no action taken.
With this in mind, it would seem to be a good idea to prepare individual
written reports for each member of top management, each report differing from
the others in accordance with the personal differences in the men concerned.
The author and others have tried this successfully. It appears to be a reasonable idea, also, from a cost standpoint. The cost of collecting and assembling
financial facts today is tremendous compared to the cost of preparing and submitting reports. If a report fails to do its duty, the entire underlying expense is
a waste. Certainly the small added cost of preparing several different individual
reports is worth the expense, if the facts are thus put to work by starting management action.
Admittedly, there are pitfalls to using tailor -made reports. In the first place,
different reports might communicate different facets of the same information to
various members of management. This is not a very satisfactory way to get
management to agree on the necessary action. Secondly, the reporting system
might disintegrate into a system for pampering the egos of the various executives by highlighting only those facts personally satisfactory to the individual.
If influences such as these prevail, a setup of individual reports is dangerous.
However, such a situation can be avoided by studying the differences among
individuals for the purpose of achieving better communication and not just for
clues to obtaining a more pleasant reception to reports.
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The differences among individual executives fall into two categories. In both
of these categories, the differences can be used to develop a financial reporting
system which is a distinct improvement in communication, without falling into
the pitfalls mentioned above. First of all, there are the differences in the jobs
each executive is required to do. There are not only the various phases of management action, such as finance, sales, production, research, etc., but also the
various responsibility classifications within each executive's ability. Secondly,
there are the personal differences among executives, resulting from training and
experience.
Considering the Reportee's Responsibilities
The first point may seem almost too elementary to warrant detailed consideration, but it is one which is missed all too often, probably because it is so obvious. Many executives are receiving reports which have nothing whatsoever to
do with their spheres of activity. These reports either confuse the individual or
divert his interest from his own primary concerns to something that concerns
him much less. More serious, however, is the case of the executive who does
not receive the information he needs. Every individual, regardless of his title
or position on the organization chart, performs his duties in a distinctive manner. Although the same job titles represent the same functions in a general way,
there is no typical president, controller, purchasing agent or chief engineer.
Every man has his strong and his weak points. His job performance is usually
a reflection of his strong side. This characteristic should be recognized and the
information needed for accomplishing the job along the individual's strong
points should be given him.
The matter of the terms used in a report has been a sore point for many years,
particularly among operating personnel. Great strides have been taken to improve the situation, but there is still much to be done. Facts about raw material
inventories, for instance, are virtually useless to the purchasing department when
expressed in dollar values. What concerns the purchasing function is the adequacy of the stock in terms of days' or months' supply. The treasurer or chief
financial officer, on the other hand, is vitally concerned with the dollar amount
of his working capital tied up in inventory, regardless of the number of days'
supply it represents. Using the same terms an individual uses in doing his own
job vastly simplifies the problem of communicating necessary information to him.
Determination should be made as to the responsibility and authority delegated
to the executive to whom the report is addressed. For instance, bombarding a
sales manager with cost reports on a territory he has been ordered to open up
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regardless of cost will only set up a mental block against his accepting and
digesting more important information. It would be far better, in this case, to
present detailed sales statistics on what sales the sales manager had achieved.
Distinction is frequently not made, particularly in budgetary control reports,
between what an executive is being held responsible for and what he is not
supposed to control.
Considering the Reportee's Experience
In the matter of experience, we come nearest to the human element, the personality and character of the individual. Every executive has gained his position
through experience and training. In every decision he makes, he draws upon
his experience and the use of an executive's experience as a medium through
which to communicate with him is seldom used, per se. This may require adaptations of accepted techniques. For instance, it is common experience to show
a comparison of current figures with those of the previous period. To draw on
the reader's experience, current figures should also be compared with a similar
or diametrically opposite situation which the reader has experienced, regardless
of its proximity to the present period. The whole situation outlined in a report
will jump into clear focus when it is referred to events in which the reader has
lived previously. To use an extreme example, reports to an executive with recent
experience in another industry will be far more comprehensible to him if they
include comparisons drawn from his old industry associations, i.e., if they tie
the currently reported facts with something he has seen.
In designing a report to fit the experience of an individual executive, not
only should the proper comparison be used but also the proper method of comparing. A comparative statement, for instance, in its simplest form, consists of
two parallel columns of figures, one for the current period and one for another
period. It might be better communication to give the current figures and also to
express them as percentages of the prior period, indicating the relative change.
Again it might be worthwhile to show comparisons as percentages of indices.
A good example of this would be the comparison of sales in a particular market with all the sales of all sellers in that market. This might be more meaningful than comparisons with past performances, to an executive who knows
the market well. The use of percentage and ratio comparisons, as compared to
straight figure -to -figure comparisons, should be explored in finding the strongest
line of communication between the accounting department and the recipients
of their reports.
Finally, the use of a reporting form to which the individual is accustomed
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makes it easier for him to grasp -the meaning of the report. A case may be
found in the increasing number of men with scientific backgrounds who are
reaching high management levels. Most of these men have had little experience
with financial reports, but they are well - accustomed to the style and format of
technical reports. With only a little extra effort on the part of the person preparing a financial report for a technical executive, it can be presented in the
form the executive knows best. On the other hand, the experienced financial
executive needs no fancy frills. In most cases, presentation of the facts without
interpretation will suffice. The trained financial man can often glean more from
a single statement than can the person preparing it. Furthermore, if detailed
analysis is needed, the financial executive frequently prefers to make his own,
partly out of habit and preference for his own analytical system and partly because of the mental understanding and retention gained from going through
each step required by the analysis.
A Practicable Route to Better Communication
It does not take a great deal of investigation to obtain a key to an executive's
job and his experience. Once this information, little as it may be, is put to
work improving his understanding of the facts given him, he will be only too
pleased to make further suggestions necessary for further improvement. With
this spirit of cooperation, the use of individual reports to executives is not only
an easy but successful undertaking.
On the other hand, it might be argued that the preparation of individual
reports could be avoided by developing a single report which is the composite
of all individual requirements. This type of report would contain, not only
tabular and graphic material but also narrative description as well. Many companies are doing just this, but it seems to defeat the purpose of good communication by presenting a bulky tome which only the bravest would wade through.
Furthermore, such a report would soon mirror the thinking of the person or
persons directing its preparation. This furthers the drift away from recognition
of individual needs.
Careful attention to the individual needs of each executive will certainly lead
to better financial communication and make the accountant a more valuable
member of the management team. It will eliminate the waste incurred when
the financial information, which has been collected at some expense, is not put
to good use. Lastly, it should go far in removing the thought some executives
have that accountants live only for the beauties of their figuring, without concern for those who have to use the reports.
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A Bonus Plan for the Plant's "Key" Men
by ROBERT J. JULIUS
Budget Deportment Manager, Libbey- Owens -Ford Glass Co., Toledo, Ohio

Bonus plans for plant management tailored to individual plants and
segments of operation and supervisory personnel, and revised from
serviceable but outmoded plans instituted in the early 1930'x, are described and illustrated by the present author. Attention also is given
to important aspects of development and administration of "keyman"
bonus plans and to conditions governing their acceptance by covered
personnel. As set forth, bonus points are the basis of payment and
potential bonus earnings are considered in connection with, but not
made dependent on, base salary.

a system for compensating members of
T plant management, based on uniformly
applied procedures and measurement
HIS P APER PRE SENT S FO R ST UDY,

of operating performance. The comprehensive bonus plans, which are a part
of this system, have been developed out of considerable experience and, though
designed to meet a specific set of circumstances, afford a broad pattern for possible application in other companies in which the problem of equitable compensation for the important services of factory operating groups, may be up
for discussion.
Experience With Bonus Plans Initiated in the 1930's
The existing bonus plans are not the company's first ones. With the primary
purpose of encouraging efforts toward attainment of high production goals at
the most favorable cost levels possible, Libbey- Owens -Ford Glass Company
began, early in 1931, installation of management incentive plans at its various
factories. With the objective of rewarding as directly as possible, individual
contributions to these efforts, separate plans were developed for application to
different phases of operations within a factory. Initially, participation in the
bonus plans was limited to a few operating heads in each process section, with
the factory manager, assistant manager, chief engineer, etc., sharing in earnings
from the various processes under their control. Over a period of years, participation in these plans was gradually extended to cover practically all foremen
of operating and service departments.
Earning formulas covered budget gains or losses and production speeds and
yields. Unit gains over standards, established in the various factors, were extended at a given dollar rate and the total amount factored by a percentage set
OCTOBER, 1933
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for the volume produced to arrive at the "bonus pool" and converted to a value
per point. This served as a basis for calculation of individual participation.
Minor revisions were made in earning formula and additional plans developed
for new processes but, basically, original procedures remained unchanged. Although, in retrospect, it appears that some of the problems which developed
might have been avoided, it is the firm conviction of general management that
these plans played a worthwhile part in helping to achieve the high production
attained in this period of fast development and growth.
These initial and necessarily cursory comments on our first bonus plans are
given to enable a better understanding of features embodied in existing setups
to be described. Before doing so, a little of the intervening history is important.
The outbreak of World War II brought home building and auto production to
an almost complete stop and, as a consequence, sharp curtailment in demand
for window, plate and safety glass. Bonus plans, which were providing a high
percentage of income to key personnel, became inapplicable, as factories were
converted to production of war products and arbitrary arrangements to maintain
fair earning levels were required.
Bonus Plan Objectives; Job Evaluation a Preliminary Step
A complete review of bonus procedures was requested. From it, the following objectives, drawn largely from experience with the original bonus plans,
were considered primary in approaching revisions:
I. Minimize earning inequities both within
and among factories.
2. Level earning possibility range to satisfy
increasing sentiment for more stable incomes.
3. Simplify earning formula to permit fuller
understanding of bonus possibilities.
4. Attain sound cost relationship between

earning factors so as to focus attention
on operating problems in proper perspective.
5. Provide adequate incentive for holding
employee interest in improving efficiency.
6. Retain favorable features of old plans,
such as regular monthly payment and
point basis for assigning and calculating
individual payments due.

Preparatory investigations had disclosed wide discrepancies in earnings of
foremen with similar responsibilities, due to high bonus earnings in one division as compared to another. Also, at some plants, bonus points had been assigned to provide merit increases, with basic salary held at relatively low levels.
It was accordingly recommended that our first action should be to conduct a
thorough job evaluation, with the end view of establishing a definite and uniform salary policy. Such a study was undertaken with the full backing of top
management and all salaried positions were classified and rate ranges established under a company -wide salary program which was developed. This salary
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control procedure provided a sound base for application of revised incentive
plans for factory operations.
In particular, when a revised bonus plan was completed, a review of all salaried personnel at the factory was made showing basic salary plus actual bonus
earnings over the immediately preceding five -year period. Revisions of basic
salaries in correlation with established rate ranges and assignments of keyman
bonus points at expected earning value, were worked out to provide an equitable
compensation pattern for the group as a whole. In only a few cases were income
potentials reduced and a sizable number of the group received moderate increases.
As might be expected, this procedure of equating to past earning experience,
dictated an earning basis for some individuals at a level above the established
rate range. These exceptions have gradually been eliminated through promotion, by not applying subsequent general increases or by retirement or death.
The same program was followed for each factory and was personally explained
in detail by the vice - president in charge of operations in meetings held at the
various factory offices, to assure complete understanding by personnel affected.
Extent of Participation Equitably Controlled
Through procedure established, bonus participation is controlled under uniform policies and insurance against inequities is provided, inasmuch as all
recommendations for assignment of or changes in bonus points are routed
through salary control department for review and must receive approval of the
central salary committee. Each bonus plan is designed to pay an earning of $3
per bonus point for attainment of all standards specifically stated under formulas, with production at normal volume. Individual participation as set up
through assignment of points at the expected $3 earning rate, runs from 1 0 to
30 per cent of basic salary, dependent on the nature of the job involved and
length of service of the employee. However, to partly recognize the element of
risk involved in fluctuations of bonus earnings, only 7 0 per cent or $ 2 .1 0 per
point is considered as affecting the rate range in which a man is regarded as
classified. The system may be illustrated through the following examples:
Recommendation:
John Eager: Grade 14— Rate Range $355 to $480
Assign New Keyman Points of 12
Rev iew
Actual Salary
12 Points @ 3.00

Expected Earning
$370
36
@ 70% —

Total

$406

Charged Rate
$370
25
$395 OK

Length of Service: 11 -1112 Years
O C TO B E R , 1953
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SUMMARY REPORT OF ALL FACTORS FOR KEYMAN BONUS
Month of February, 1953
EARNING PER POINT
Summary

Base

Calculated

Variation

.2600
.0900
- 0 -

.2967
.1010
(.0234)

.0367
.0110
(.0234)

.7600
.2400
.6800
.0800

1.0465
.2182
.7234
.0692

.2865
(.0218)
.0434
(.0108)

Totals
$2.5000
1 thru
Base Earning
VIII
Base Earning Adjustment
Calculated Over Base x 50%
Calculated (Under) Base x 50%

$2.8480

$.4480

Plant Capacity
Required G. P. Line Hours
Actual Hours Operated (Net)
Actual Over Required
Value Per Point Per Hour
Earning Adjustment Factor IX
&

IX

$2.5000
$

VII
VIII

.2240

($

1500

$

V
VI

Total

.5000

1604
104
$.0005
$

I
II
III
IV

.2500
- 0 .1400

$

$(.0520)
.1455
.0329

$

.1980
.1455
.1729

Budget Gains or Losses
Operating Efficiency Stake
Labor Stake
Glassmaking
Furnace Production
Furnace Losses
Losses on Transfers
Grinding and Polishing
Laid Basis
Loss Basis
Wareroom Losses
Scratch Polishing

)

EARNING
FACTOR
NO.

.0520

Total Actual Earning Per Point - Current Month

$3.2760

Total Earnings Payable (to nearest cent) -Current Month

$3.28

Total Earnings Brought Forward from Last Month
Total Actual Earnings Per Point to Date 2 Months

$2.94
$6.22

EXHIBIT 1
Recommendation:
John Beaver: G r ad e 1 6 - Rate Range $405 to $540
Increase Keyman Points from 30 to 40
Review
Actual Salary
40 Points @ 3.00

$450
120

Total
$570
Length of Service: 24 -7112 Ye ars
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Expected Earning
(g7 70% _

$450
84
$534 OK
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This arrangement offers to bonus participants an advantage over others in jobs
similarly graded, through the handling of bonus participation against rate ranges.
For purposes of administration, simple analysis is afforded and the point system
is considered preferable to a percentage basis, in that salary and bonus changes
can be treated independently.
Arriving of Per Point Earnings
Despite wide diversity in processes within our own factories, bonus plans have
all been constructed on the same general pattern. However, it need hardly be
said that earning factors, which are the media for awarding actual point values,
must be tailored to fit specific circumstances and that variations in methods of
measuring operating efficiency are unlimited. As a special matter, it will be
noted from the information to be presented, that the plan is so arranged as to
permit the full potential earnings under factors measuring operating performance, regardless of the actual volume produced. The total standard earning
value for efficiency factors is set at $2.50 per point and an additional $.50 per
point is payable, based on a normal production volume.
Before discussing specific earning factors, it may be of interest to take up
general considerations. In all efficiency factors, a value is calculated for a one
per cent change from the standard established. This is based in each case on
standard cost of only the cost elements in the unit being measured. A separate
standard is determined for each production item and a base earning per point,
payable for attainment of this standard, is established. Variations in actual performance are valued and combined with the base earning, which is then weighted
to an average earning for the factor on the basis of relationship in the total
produced. Under this system, expected performance is directly stated, both in
the bonus write -up and in the monthly bonus calculation reports, and variations,
are directly disclosed.
A typical bonus structure is represented in Exhibit 1 and covers data similar
to that provided for on the summary page of a monthly bonus report form. It
will be noted, midway of the exhibit, that the base earning of $2.50 for efficiency factors is adjusted by one -half of the difference in actual earning for
such factors and the result combined directly with earnings under the capacity
factor to obtain amount payable per point. This procedure has been developed
to avoid wide swings in earning results and is not effective in new bonus installations involving production goals which might take several years to attain.
The calculations in Exhibit 1 reflect more detailed ones for each factor. Exhibits 2 and 3 present actual bonus formulas on factors which are common in
O C T O B E R , 1933
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DERIVATION OF EARNING PER POINT FOR BUDGET GAINS OR (LOSSES)
FACTOR
A Base Earning of $.2500 per Point is established under this factor for
a 00.00% Budget Variation.
For Eacb 1.0% Actual Expense is Under or (Over) Standard Allowance,
Adjust Base Earning of $.2500 per Point as follows:
ADD or (DEDUCT) $ .1000
T o Determine Calculated Earning per Point:
A. Determine value per point in accordance with the above formula based
on the total Gain or (Loss) in the last three months, measured against
the total Standard Allowance in the last three months, as shown on the
regular budget statements for the following departments:
Depf.
No.

Dept.

Name

100
Power and Boiler
500
Mixing
900
Melting, Drawing and Capping
1300
Blank Transportation
1500
Grinding and Polishing
1800
Wareroom
1900
Packing and Shipping
2400
General Plant
2600
Laboratory
(Include 50% Only of Total Gains or Losses in Repairs and Maintenance Accounts in all departments.)
NOTE: Detail of Budget data for the bonus month shall be shown on the bonus
report, along with totals for the two months immediately preceding, to
arrive at the three months' total to be used for bonus computation.
EXHIBIT 2

many of our bonus plans. Exhibit 4 shows actual earning calculation under
formulas in Exhibits 2 and 3. All figures used are selections purely for purposes
of demonstrating the mechanics of earning calculation.
Consideration of the Several Earning Factors
Space limitation precludes full discussion of the many complexities in glass
manufacturing processes, which must be carefully considered in design of bonus
formula and which directly influence approach to valuation of factors. However, in an effort to provide information which may be of some definite aid to
the reader, the various earning factors in Exhibit 1 are briefly described in
order shown.
I Budget Gains or Losses—This factor measures performance on all controllable
costs at a factory, as recorded on regular departmental budget statements. The earning
formula for the factor is illustrated in Exhibit 2. It will be noted that a three months'
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average basis is used to level the effect of good and bad months and, further, that a
50% factor is applied to variations in repairs and maintenance accounts in which
sizable nonrepetitive charges frequently occur.
II Operating Efficiency Stake —In order to keep budget allowances and standard
cost on a current basis, it is necessary to make periodic revisions which, since this data
is tied into bonus computation, would serve to penalize participants for good performance. When reviewing bonu ses, the net value of gains made in a prior period, which
can be classed as accomplishments of factory groups, are set up as gains under this
factor and are allowed for six months at 100 per cent of bonu s value a nd an additional
six months at 50 per cent.
111 Labor Stake—This factor represents a specialized application for measurement
of labor efficiency in correlation with budgets for classifications allowed on the basis
of product units produced.
IV Glass Making —This factor measures results in the initia l sta ge in glass manufacture. Bonus procedure is similar to that for Factor VI.
V Losses on Transfers —This type of factor is used to reflect results on products
shipped to another factory for further processing. No base earning is established in
such cases and variation from expected performance standards are carried directly
into the earning total.
VI Grinding and Polishing —This major process in production of pla te glass consists of laying large translucent sheets received from furnaces on a continuous table
conveyor line and grinding and polishing to transparency. The operation is covered by
a dual earning formula to obtain adequate analysis of efficiency. Gross production
laid is measured by separate standard and value to reflect actual cost savings through
increased or decreased production rates per hou r. Then separate standa rds a re set for
total product losses incurred in this operation and valued on the basis of total unit
cost through this process stage. Base earnings is established for each production item
on average value, since produ ct mix is not controllable at fa ctory level. Where applicable, a cost factor is applied to valuation of percentage va riation in order to properly
direct management attention. Earning formulas are shown in Exhibit 3. For simplicity,
only a few items are covered, but any number of product items can be separately
measured through this procedure.
VII Wareroom Losses —This factor covers losses incurred in cutting large blanks
received from grinding and polishing, into sizes and patterns needed to satisfy customer requirements. Bonus procedures are similar to those described under loss section of Factor VI.
VIII Scratch Polishing —This factor covers one of several types of glass salvaging
processes for which standard percentages of gross product handled are established and
valuations made on the basis of actual costs involved.
IX Plant Capacity —The earning potential in efficiency factors is naturally not
dependent upon plant activity. This latter factor, which is valued arbitrarily, is used
to reflect the fact that the total valu e of cost savings bears a relationship to volume
of production and also to recognize that, with high volume, entailing increased effort
and extended work schedules, an increased bonus possibility is desirable. Measurement
can be based on operating time of a major process which keys general factory activity ( this is the assumption made in Exhibit 1) or may be based on total product
units or dollar value.
O C T O B E R , 1933
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DERIVATION OF EARNING PER POINT FOR GRINDING AND POLISHING
FACTOR

VALUE

PER POINT
Laid Basis
A Base Earning of $.7600 per Point is established for attainment of Sq.
Ft. Laid Standards as specified below by Strengths:

For Each 1.0% Actual Production Laid per Line Hour as defined below is
Over or (Under) Standard per Hour:
ADD or DEDUCT $ .0380
Lo ss (Wa ste ) Ba sis
A Base Earning of $.2400 per Point is established for operating with
Standard G. & P. Loss Per Cent as specified:
For Each 1.0% Actual G. & P. Loss is Under or (Over) Standard:
ADD or DEDUCT $ .0700
GLASS TYPE
AND STRENGTH

STANDARD
SQ.FT. LAID
PER HOUR

STANDARD
LOSS %

COST
FACTOR

1/ 8" Regular
1/ 8" E -Z -Eye
1/4" Regular
1/ 2" Regular

2,475
2,475
2,350
1,440

6.00
6.00
4.50
3.50

1.00
1.10
1.75
4.00

To Determine Calculated Earnings per Point:
Laid Basis
A. Determine for each production item Actual Production Laid per Hour
as follows .. .
B. In accordance with the above formula using Actual Laid per Hour
(Step A) and Standard from table above, determine adjustment value
for footage laid.
C. Adjust Base Earning of $.7600 per point by adjustment value (Step B)
to obtain Gross Value per Point.
D. Determine Production Ratio for each production item by dividing Gross
Line Hours (Step A) by Total Gross Line Hours.
E. Multiply Gross Value per Point (Step C) by applicable Ratio (Step D)
and add resultant net values to obtain Calculated Earning.
Loss Basis
A. Calculate Actual Per Cent of G. & P. Line Loss by dividing .. .
B.

In accordance with the above formula using Actual Loss Per Cent
(Step A) and Standard from table above, determine adjustment value
for G. & P. Loss.
C. Adjust Base Earning of $.2400 per point by adjustment value (Step B)
to obtain Gross Value per Point.
D. Determine Production Ratio for each production item by multiplying
Total Square Feet Laid (Step A) by applicable Cost Conversion Factor
from table above and divide resultant Converted Feet Laid by Grand
Total Converted Feet Laid.
E. Multiply Gross Value per Point (Step C) by applicable Ratio (Step D)
and add resultant net values to obtain Calculated Earning.
EXHIBIT 3
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Administrative Angles: Employee Reaction
It will have been observed that the plan is plant -wide in scope. While recognizing that departmental incentives offer the possibility of closer control over
specific costs, we have a definite preference for comprehensive group plans.
Based on experience with both types, it is our belief that comprehensive group
plans, which strongly stress a spirit of cooperation or teamwork through combination of separate measurements of the important factors involved in manufacture of end product, are most effective in producing desired results both from
a company and employee standpoint.
As previously mentioned, simplicity of the bonus setup is considered important in order to maintain participant interest. It is impossible, of course, to
adequately measure all important phases of a complex manufacturing operation
without employing some detail. Nevertheless, we believe that our present bonus
reports provide an accurate and concise summary of each month's performance.
Bonus calculations are made at factory offices and results are posted to a simple
form showing month -to -month comparisons under each factor. For general
office use, a booklet is circulated each month, covering summary of earning per
point under each factory bonus plan. Actual payment is made with checks covering salaries for last half of the month following that of the bonus calculation,
but results in most factors can be obtained within a few days following the
close of the bonus month.
Bonus structure is subjected to complete review after each general revision of
budget allowances and standard costs. This is normally done on an annual basis
and, by this process, bonuses are kept "alive" and participants are made aware
of the immediate goals which have been established. Budget allowances for
each department are revised in direct conference with the responsible operating
head and production and yield standards are set in cooperation with the plant
manager, in the light of past experience and all known factors pertinent to
future operations. We consider participation by bonus personnel in establishing
their own goals to be one of the important keys to continuance of a successful
installation.
No review of a bonus system would be complete without some attempt to
appraise employee reaction. It appears highly improbable that a plan of compensation fully satisfactory to all individuals covered will ever be devised.
However, we can say unhesitatingly that our present incentive plans are viewed
with general favor and are much preferred over those previously used. As might
be anticipated, the many keen thinkers represented in our operating groups are
quick to perceive and call attention to inconsistencies or inequities in bonus
OCTO BER , 1 953
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EXHIBIT 4

procedures or standards. We also encounter arguments that earning possibilities
are too low. The latter type of comment must be expected but, as a matter of
policy, we open the door to constructive criticism and data supporting requests
for revision. While participants would readily attest to the fact that a very firm
policy is maintained as regards revision in performance requirements, they know
and appreciate that a continuing effort is made to keep earning formulas on a
sound and equitable basis.
The argument that a "good company man" does not require dollar incentive
for best effort and that incentives will not motivate an employee of lesser basic
interest, will always retain plausibility. Nevertheless, we consider the sharp
interest of our operating people in bonus procedures and results to be evidence
of the value of such plans in promoting and maintaining a "cost consciousness"
or "efficiency complex" which, from a company standpoint, thoroughly justifies
their use.
Not "Best" But "Better"
This case study is presented, not with the thought that the plans discussed
represent the optimum in procedures but rather that some point made or implied
may be helpful to other companies considering factory management incentives.
We do not look upon keyman bonus plans as self - policing with respect to factory control. We do feel that, given adequate and continued administration,
they represent one of the valuable techniques for attaining the high production
efficiency which has characterized American industry and has contributed so
richly to our way of life.
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THINKING OF THE NATURAL
BUSINESS YEAR?
to adopt a natural
business year is a recurring subject in accounting literature and discussion. It was
last touched in the N.A.C.A. Bulletin in
WHETHER

OR

"Another Look At the Natural Business
Year" by R. Carson Cox in the January
1952 issue. Since that time, further work
has been done, including the report developed by the Committee on Natural Business Year of the Illinois Society of Certified
Public Accountants and published in the
Journal of Accountancy for March 1953.
As a public accountant, I have long
advocated the use of the natural business
year, because financial statements prepared
at the end of the natural business year
more nearly reflect the true financial condition of the business and the operating results for the period then ended, than is
possible at any other date. On the subject a s a whole, I feel that two points ha ve
been given little consideration and should
be further developed. One of these is a
serious objection to the use of the natural
business year, which affects a relatively
small number of businesses constituting,
however, a relatively importa nt segment of
our economy. The second point I have
in mind appears to be a very compelling
reason for influencing a shift to a natural
business year.
First, let us consider the serious objection to a change from the calendar year.
I refer to the Interstate Commerce Commission instructions which state: 'Balances
shall be struck for each account at the
close of each calendar year and balances
thus determined in each account at the
close of each year shall be carried forward
to the corresponding account for the succeeding year." This ruling would apparently place carriers subject to Interstate
Commerce Commission regulations (and
216
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regulated public utilities are in a like
situation) in a strait jacket, insofar as
using a business year other than a calendar
year is concerned.
An additional danger in the
other than the calendar year was
out in the case of Atlas Oil and
Corporation (17 TC 13 3 ). The
kept its books on a calendar year

use of
pointed
Refining
taxpayer
basis in

accordance with the general instructions
of the Interstate Commerce Commission
but filed its tax returns on a fiscal year
basis, making proper adjustments to arrive
at a correct fiscal year operational statement. The court held that the tax return
should be prepared in conformity with the
accounting year recorded on the books.
Regulations 111, Section 29.41 -4 gives
authority for this line of reasoning as follows: "No fiscal year will, however, be
recognized unless before its close, it was
definitely established as an accounting
period by the taxpayer and the books of
such taxpayer were kept in accordance
therewith."
The second point to be considered here
seems to me to be strongly in favor of
changing to a natural business year. This
is the acceleration of Federal income tax
payments by corporations. The Revenue
Act of 1950 accelerated payment of Federal
income taxes from four quarterly payments
of twenty -five per cent each to two payments of fifty per cent each, effective for
1955 income taxes, with graduated increases for intervening years. It is simple
to see the impact this acceleration will
have on business, particularly those of a
seasonal nature. The natural business year
ends at a period when inventories and
receivables are at their lowest point, while
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN
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the half dolla r. This procedure saves time

VI E W
cash and working capital are a t their highest point. The payment of income taxes
at this period could be made without such
a heavy drain (proportionately) on the
available cash resources of the business,
since it is in its most liquid position. On
the other hand, if the corporation ends
its year rather far removed from the end
of the natural business year, after inventories have again risen to a high point,
the corporation will find itself burdened
with high income taxes to be paid during
a six -month period, with insufficient cash
available, and will probably have to resort
to borrowing or other methods of additional financing.
CLIFFORD E. CRAVER, Hampton Roads
TWO DECIMALS ARE TWO
TOO MANY
W E F E E L A L I T T L E P R O U D of ourselves
when we are able to put into effect a
time - saving idea —even when the idea is
not original with us. During the year
1952, our bakery adopted a procedure
which we put into operation and saved
many hours of clerical labor. W e use a
conventional check register with a credit
column for the amount of the check and
various debit columns for the expense
breakdown by accounts. In 1952 we a dded
two columns —a debit and a credit —with
the heading "Expense Variance." When a
check is written to pay the telephone bill in
the amount of $26.60, we charge telephone
and telegraph with $27.00 and credit "expense variance" (from even dollars) for
40Q. If the bill were for $26.45, we
would charge the expense for $26.00 and
variance for 45¢ the breaking point being
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otherwise required to add the cents in
expense columns throughout the books and
statements.
Naturally, there are a debit and a credit
column with cents only, to total. At the
end of each period, the difference between
these columns is posted to the general ledger and is carried as a permanent account. W e ended our year 1952 with a
debit balance of $2.52, which, for all practical purposes, is negligible. It is very
possible that this year, 1953, we will have
an offsetting entry of approximately the
same amount. If it is so desired, this
account can be closed at the end of the
year to any expense account or listed as a
variance account.
This handling of cents has the effect
of saving time in preparation of the cash
disbursements book, general ledger, trial
balances and financial statements, because
there are no pennies to carry forward in
any of the expense and income columns
and there are no pennies to handle in
posting and footing the expense analysis
ledger and preparation of detail operating
statements.
W e are now contemplating elimination
of cents from depreciation, insurance and,
possibly, inventory records. The objective,
in respect of the depreciation and insurance records would be to charge off even
dollars each month, with the final monthly
charge off being the balance remaining.
As to what procedures we will install in
dropping cents in our inventory records,
this will require quite a bit of study.
There is no estimate of the number of
hours we will eventually save when we
fully complete the system of "cents removal." W e are able to see currently that
time is being saved with nothing being
lost by our advances in this direction.
LYLE GRESS, iri- Cities
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A Profit-Sharing Retirement Plan
by JOSEPH G. SIDAK
Cost Accounting Supervisor, Solar Aircraft Co., Des Moines, Iowa

The principal provisions of an employee retirement plan, for which
the funds —which are trusteed —are accumulated by annual contributions of a set portion of company profits in excess of fifteen per cent
of net worth, are given in this article, together with the considerations
which influenced avoidance of pension plans of other types. Described
also are the several steps taken to work the program into the fabric
of company- employee relationships.

brought with it the demand
T for security, not only during the individual'shasworking
years but during the
HE PE N D U L U M O F T H E LABOR M OV E M E N T

post - working -years of his life as well. This would seem to be an admission that
the individual is no longer able to provide during his productive years for the
nonproductive years which lie ahead. The philosophy of investment and thrift
would appear to have been transcended by social security and pension negotiations at the bargaining table.
Long before the pension plans of the automobile and steel industries came
into being, our company, mindful of this social trend, was investigating pension
and profit - sharing plans throughout the nation. Recognizing the obligations
attendant upon a pension program and its complete inadequacy during an inflationary period, the company explored various plans which would be most favorable to both the employee and itself. It is a fundamental axiom that the cost
of all pension plans is borne by profits. Therefore, the payment of pension plan
cost during unprofitable years must come from reserves or borrowings. This
being true, our company elected to adopt a plan which provides for retirement,
death, disability, and severance, with the contribution cost directly related to
profits. Prior to writing the plan or trust agreement, two years of extensive
research was conducted, not only by our own industrial relations and financial
divisions but also by a firm of specialists in the field of profit- sharing and pension plans. This research and development for an employees' profit- sharing
retirement plan (which was the result we came out with) was conducted on our
own initiative, without demands from the unions. The final plan was then submitted to the appropriate government agencies for approval and to the unions
for their acceptance.
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Plan Setup; Where the Contributions Come From
The purpose and objective of our plan is to promote the interest of the employees and the success of the company. We anticipate increased efficiency and
productivity on the part of employees, combined with a keener interest in the
company's successful operation. We also hope to attract and retain outstanding
employees, promote better morale, and create a closer relationship between employees and the company.
Administration
The plan is administered by an advisory committee composed of five members
and including representatives of management and hourly -paid and salaried employees. The functions of this committee are to set up rules and regulations for
executing the plan, determine eligibility for benefits and manner of payment,
employ necessary medical, clerical, legal and investment services, publicize the
plan, keep necessary records and approve investments (or sales of investments)
made by trustee.
The initial contribution by the company, plus later contributions and all income gained by the trustee's investment of the contribution, constitute the fund
for the plan and are administered as a single trust fund. The trustee has specific limitations in regard to investment of the fund and, in turn, is fully protected in relying upon decisions of the advisory committee.
Contributions
Each year that net profits before taxes exceed fifteen per cent of net worth,
the company contributes to the plan twelve and one -half per cent of this excess
up to a maximum of fifteen per cent of the total aggregate compensation paid
to the active participants during the fiscal year. The total fund is for the exclusive benefit of the participants and cannot revert to the company or be diverted
for any other use.
Eligibility, Participation and Benefits
Any employee who has completed thirty -six months of continuous service is
a participant, except that no new employee is eligible if he will reach sixty -five
before completing thirty -six months of service. Time spent in the armed services, authorized leaves of absence, absence due to sickness or injury, and layoff
without fault of the employee (subject to certain reinstatement provisions), are
not considered a break in employment.
OCT OBE R, 19 53
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HOW YOUR A C C O U N T C A N GROW

when you become a participant after three years of continuous service, an account in the Solar Plan is opened
in your name. If Solar makes a contribution to the Plan
for that
year,or the first year Solar makes a contribution
after that. part of that contribution will be credited to
your account. Here are the amounts credited to a few
typical accounts the first year of the Solar Plan.

participants* accounts will grow as Solar 's profits grow.
Hem's what a few typical accounts might look like after
lo, 20 and 30 years.
.. if Solar does as well tomorrow as it has in the past
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In some rears Solai s profits will be larger than in others
so the amount put into each participant's account will
be larger in some years than in others. In some years
profits may be so small that Solar does not put anything
into the Plan. But no one has more to say about what
Solar's Prof. will be in the future than you who puticipate rn the Plan.

as- -

EXHIBIT 1

Each participant's share in the annual contribution is determined by a formula
which takes into account his straight -time annual earnings and years of service.
The plan provides heavy weighting for years of service to reward and encourage long years of employment. Each participant's share is figured in this way:
I. Mul tiply average straight -time pay by
years of plan service. (This equals the
participant's total number of shares.)
2. Determine total number of shares for all
participants.
3. Divide the total shares into the amount

the company contributes.
the value of each share.)

(This equals

4. Multiply the value of each share by each
participant's total shares t o arrive at
the amount put into each participant's
account.

There is a maximum limit to yearly account participation at a certain individual income level. The fund and income from it are the sole source of benefits
except that annuities and insurance contracts may be purchased for any employee
on the inactive list. Upon retirement, a participant may elect to take periodical
payments or may request the purchase of an annuity or insurance contract. Upon
disability, a participant may draw from his account a stipulated amount toward rehabilitation. Upon retirement or permanent disability, prior to the completion of ten years of service, the participant receives the total of his account
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in installments. Upon severance prior to ten years of service, the participant
receives a progressive percentage of his account. Upon death of a participant,
the beneficiary receives payments in a lump sum or in installments, the method
having been elected by participant when beneficiary was named.
Selling the Plan to Employees
Supervisors are thoroughly informed as to the provisions of the plan by our
management information program and a special question- and - answer manual is
provided, in order that they may be qualified to answer the questions of their
workers. All new employees are issued a booklet entitled, "You've a Date With
Tomorrow," which describes the operation and benefits of the plan. Exhibit 1
indicates the nature of the text. The industrial relations division conducts discussion sessions attended by an invited group of active participants, during
which the plan is fully explained and participants have the opportunity to ask
questions. Moreover, as part of their indoctrination, employees participating
in the plan for the first time receive an explanation of it in detail from the
industrial relations division and an identification card is issued.
Pre - retirement interviews are conducted as the worker approaches sixty-five
years of age, in an endeavor to condition him psychologically for retirement.
At the same time, his economic problems are discussed and financial and legal
advice is offered. When the individual attains the age of sixty -five, the company's medical director conducts a complete physical examination to determine
if his physiological age is compatible with continued employment. Retirement
is not compulsory.
Periodic account status reports and information relative to the plan are mailed
to the workers' homes, so that their families are also apprised. Exhibit 2 is
an example of such a report. Our house organ reports quarterly financial statements which disclose accruals for contribution to the plan, the net effect being
that workers are currently advised on the status of their profit- sharing plan and
the company's profit from operations as well.
The Work of Running the Plan
Company responsibility in the administration of the plan is confined to certain basic duties. From personnel records the industrial relations division establishes qualification dates and plan service years and maintains other control
information pertaining to military leaves, deaths, disability and retirement dates.
This division is responsible for communications, instruction of supervisory perOC TO BE R, 1 95 3
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As o f A pr il 90, l 9
t h e B a n k o f A m e r ic a a s Tr u s t e e f o r
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to ta l a cc o u n t
wh ic h will
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d ie , o r b e c o m e
d is a b le d , o r a
p o r tio n o f it
b a se d o n y o u r
So lar s er vio e
if y o u sh o u ld
le a v e .

If y o u h ave a n y q ue st ion s a b ou t y o ur a c co u nt ba lan c e of th is s ta t em e n t , y o u r s u p e r v is o r , th e In d u s t r ia l R e la t io n s Division , or a n y m e m b e r o f t h e C o m m it t e e w ill g o t t h e a n s w e r s f o r y o u .
You r ADV19ORY C O A C W W M E f o r t h e
S o la r P r o f it S h a r i n g R e t ir e m e n t P la n

EXHIBIT 2

sonnel relative to the plan, conducting interviews with participants and liaison
work with the advisory committee. The financial division of the company maintains attendance records, computes straight -time earnings, weighted plan earnings, determines the total company contributions for each fiscal year, and the
amount allocated to each participant's account. Various other analyses are made
of the allocation, in total and by income groups, to determine conformity with
internal revenue requirements. The internal audit department reviews the work
of both the industrial relations and financial divisions in these connections,
whereupon the company contribution for the fiscal year is transmitted to the
trust.
The maintenance of participants' accounts, distribution of fund earnings,
payments to participants and investment of the fund are all administered by
the trust.
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A Substitute for Joseph
A cry for economic security is being heard from individuals at all levels of
education and labor classification and, although wars and economic fluctuations
of the past decade have contributed to uncertainty, the magnitude of this clamor
is, in our opinion, unjustified. However, recognizing that the paramount interest
of the workers is security, the company, in part, has joined them in this philosophy to the extent that "security is built only on profits and, in turn, these profits
are shared to our mutual ends." This concept, to which it would be hard to
take exception, is being harmoniously met by management and our unions in
the solving of day -to -day production problems.
As profits increase the company's contribution to the plan increases and, correspondingly, the worker receives a larger share toward his retirement. If profits
were to decrease or the company enter a loss position, the plan would constitute
no drain on its reserve. The plan has been proven actuarially sound and, based
on company profits for the past ten years, places its employee benefits in the
top seven per cent of pension and profit- sharing retirement plans in the nation.
The Biblical story which relates the manner in which the seven fat years were
used to cushion the famine during the seven lean years cannot be applied to
our present economy, either on an individual or a corporate basis. The tax
structure precludes such reserves or savings! There has to be an alternative.
We feel that our profit- sharing retirement plan accomplishes the desired results
without encumbering or committing the company to a fixed expense.
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A Material Utilization Incentive Plan
by ROBERT P. KEEHN
Treasurer, Frye Manufacturing Company, Des Moines, Iowa

Waste standards have been set for the ordinary causes of spoilage, in
the company affording background for this article, and underlie the
plan illustrated. It has been installed in a single key department and
is supplementary to the company's production incentive plan. Presented are a description of the process involved, the manner in which
incentive amounts are arrived at, and the reports developed to display
the waste control results achieved.

in the manufacture of carbon paper,
D there is a considerable amount of material
waste. Although some of this
URIN G T H E COURSE O F OPE RAT I ON S

waste is not preventable, there is a portion of the total which is within the control of the machine operators and can be reduced. Since material costs constitute
more than fifty per cent of the total cost of producing carbon paper, it is obvious
that any plan devised to reduce such costs would be of extreme benefit. After a
study of the amount of material waste in the various production departments in
our plant, it was determined that approximately seventy per cent of the total
factory waste was in the coating department. Because of this fact, it was decided
to install a material utilization or waste reduction incentive plan in this department. The material utilization incentive plan for the coating department, which
is the subject of this article, is coupled with a production incentive plan and incorporates a quality control feature including operator penalties for poor production.
Coating Department Operations and Procedures
It will be helpful to give a short general description of the functions of the
coating department. The Department Flow Chart, Exhibit 1 , locates its place in
operations. It is the department which produces the carbon paper in bulk by
taking raw carbonizing paper from the paper mills and applying the carbon ink.
The machine which performs this operation is known as a coating machine. The
operation is rather simple. It consists of taking the raw paper in large roll form,
placing the roll on the front of the machine, and threading the paper through
the machine in such a manner that it passes first over the ink roll (which dips
into the ink pan) then over some heating and cooling rollers and, finally, is
wound on a drum or core. When the raw paper roll has been completely coated
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DEP AR TME NTAL FLOW CHART
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C u t t in g
Dept,

Shipping
Dept,

-

Coating
Dept.

&

Ink
Ma k in g
De p t,

F

EXHIBIT 1

and wound on the drum, we have what is known as a jumbo roll of carbon
paper. From the coating department, the jumbo roll will go to either the slitting,
processing (special customer specifications in addition to slitting to smaller size
rolls) or reaming (sheeting- 5 0 0 sheets to the ream) departments, depending
upon whether the customer requests carbon paper in plain slit roll form, processed or special roll form or flat sheets. Also, it is possible that the customer
wishes jumbo rolls, in which case those produced in the coating department are
sent directly to the roll stock wrapping and packaging department.
All paper roll stock is requisitioned from the warehouse through our production control office. The warehouseman fills these orders according to the coating
department's production schedule, issuing paper (in full rolls) satisfying the
requisitioned quantity. At the completion of the job or run, the paper remaining (part rolls) is weighed by the material handler and returned to the warehouse. The weight of the stub roll returned is indicated on the coating instruction sheet (Exhibit 2). Each roll of raw paper is weighed before being placed
on the machine and recorded on the coating instruction sheet as is the completed jumbo roll of carbon paper. Furthermore, all paper waste, both coated
and uncoated paper is weighed and recorded, as noted below. When the coating
machine operator finishes the job, completed coating instruction sheets are
checked and initialed by the department foreman, who makes periodic checks to
insure a just distribution of waste in the containers and correctly posted weights
on the coating instruction sheet. The coating instruction sheet is returned to the
"run envelope," or "job ticket jacket," which follows the job through the plant
to completion.
OCTO BER , 1 933
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C O AT IN G IN S T R U C T IO N S H E E T
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Ro l l
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Ac c u m u l a t e d
Yar ds

Ro l l
Yard.

Gr o s s
Ro l l
We i gh t

Go r e
or
Dr um

Wast e

Reason for waste

(R E V E R SE )
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EXHIBIT 2

Waste Recording and Waste Standards
Two individual waste containers are located at each coating machine. One is
set aside for uncoated paper waste, the other for coated paper waste. As waste
occurs, the operator throws it into the appropriate container. The material
handler weighs this waste after each run, or before if the containers become full,
and notifies the operator as to the type and amount of waste, by writing this information on a Paper Waste Weight form (Exhibit 3) in duplicate and presenting the original copy to the operator and duplicate to the foreman who inspects
it and forwards it to the incentive analyst at the close of the day. The operator transfers the waste figure to the coating instruction sheet. After the material handler weighs the waste from each run, it is dumped into large waste
carts located at the entrance of the department. When filled, each large waste
cart of coated and uncoated waste is weighed and the figure posted on a special
form, Total Department Paper Waste (Exhibit 4). This form is turned over to
the department foreman who forwards it to the incentive analyst's desk at the
dose of the shift. The weighed carts are taken to the waste paper baling section
where the waste paper is baled and later disposed of. Since we have a two -shift
operation at our plant, it quite often happens that two operators will work on
the same job or run. When this occurs the total waste on the run is pro -rated
between the two operators on the basis of the total yards produced by each.
In the event of heavily damaged uncarbonized paper mill rolls, due to material handling, etc., the operator immediately contacts his foreman before he
takes any steps to remove the waste from the roll. The foreman inspects the roll
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damage, determines how much material can be salvaged and instructs the operator accordingly. The waste is weighed separately and identified on the coating
instruction sheet. The foreman approves the special charge, if the weight is excessive, by initialing the sheet. Determining whether or not the waste is excessive, is left entirely up to the individual foreman because some paper damage
has been allowed for in setting the waste standards. The amount of excessive
waste is circled when posted to the coating instruction sheet.
However, for purposes of the incentive plan, allowable waste had to be more
definitely known. In establishing the waste standards, it was first determined

PAPER WASTE WEIGHT
Operator Clock No.
Coating De pt.
Uncoated
Slitting Dep t.
Regular
Reaming De pt.
Regular

. ...............................

..... ...............................

..........................................
..........................................

Date

... ...............................

Coated
Flag
Flag

............................

... ...............................
... ...............................

EXHIBIT 3

what constituted normal waste under the expected operating conditions. Normal
waste was defined as the amount of waste an experienced operator of average
skill would incur while giving the machine adaquate attention. This normal
waste standard for each of the conditions was then increased by a fixed percentage so that a good operator could show an amount of waste less than standard. Material waste standards were determined for the following conditions:
I. Setting up a ne w job.—This operation
consists of making the necessary roll
changes and adjustments of the pattern
until approval from the foreman is received. Since the roll changes are accounted for separately, this waste standard includes only waste incurred in the
adjustment of the pattern and adjustment to get the desired thickness and
uniformity of ink coating.
2. Mill roll cbanges.—The number of times
that raw paper rolls are placed on the
coating machine is determined by counting the number of raw paper roll weights

used on the run, as shown on the coating
instruction sheet.
Miscellaneous waste.—This reason for
waste is generally the result of blank
spots, ink spots, wrinkles, patches, and
"start of roll." These occur at undetermined intervals during the course of a
run. When they occur, the bulk of the
waste is generally taken out by the coating operator and a red flag is inserted
in the roll to warn the operators in the
finishing departments, i.e., slitting processing or reaming, that a break exists in
the roll and that some waste will have to
be removed.

Our waste standard schedule for the coating department is shown as Exhibit 6.
O C T O B E R , 1953
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Incentive Procedure Up to Determination of Bonus Percentage
When the order has been completed and shipped, the run envelope which includes the completed coating instruction sheet, is routed to the accounting department. After the order has been billed to the customer, the run envelope is
given to the cost accounting clerk for analysis. Each job is costed out for purposes of the cost accounting department and the material utilization plan. In
costing out a run, and to provide underlying facts for calculating incentives, the
To t a l D e p t . P a p e r Wa s t e
Da t e
Net W eigh t (l b s .)
Un c o a t e d

De p t .
Coated

Un c o a t e d

SIG NED

Co ated

Un c o a t e d

Coated

TO TA L

EXHIBIT 4

following information is taken from the coating instruction sheet and posted to
the top portion of the Costing - Summary of Materials & Labor Sheet (Exhibit 5) .
Basic Data

Incentive Data

I. Kind of paper used on job.
2. Gross weight of wrapped uncarbonized
mill rolls.
3. Core and W rapper weights.
4. Mill roll waste. (The circled waste
figure is separated from the total mill
roll waste incurred during the run and
posted as a separate figure on the costing- summery.
5. Weight of uncarbonized paper returned
to inventory.
6. Ink formula number.
7. Gross W eight of coated paper.
8. Coated waste weight.
9. Core or drum weight.
10. Inferleaver used on run, if any.
I I . Coating hours required on job.

12. Width of paper used on job.
13. Number of set -ups.
14. Type of set -up— "Allover coated" or
"Stripe Coated."
15. Number of roll changes.
16. Total width of the coated area. (If a
stripe job, it is necessary to add up the
widths of the coated stripes.)
17. Coating Machine number.
18. Operator clock number.
19. Date.
20. Yards produced by operator.

After the cost accounting department has summarized the information it needs
to determine the total cost of the job, the costing- summary sheet is routed to the
incentive analyst. When the costing- summary of materials and labor is received
from the cost accounting department, the first step toward the calculation of the
228
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EXHIBIT 5

bonus for the operator is to complete the lower portion of the Exhibit 5 and determine the amount of material saved or wasted. The steps taken in this calculation for each run may be outlined as follows:
Actual material used:
a. Determine the total material used on
the job by totaling the amount of
net paper used, the amount of ink
used and the amount of uncoated
waste which occurred (but not ci rcled
waste which is due to heavily damaged mill rolls).
Standard amount allowed:
a. Determine the standard amount of
paper required for the job by the
following procedure�—
(1) Refer to the paper standards to
determ ine

the

w e i gh t

of

pa pe r

per M yards for the kind and
width of paper used on the run.
O C T O B E R , 1953

(These paper standards have
been worked out by computations
from the basic weight of the
paper specified by the suppl ier.)
(2) Mul tiply the yards produced by
the pounds per M yards and record the total in the space provided.
b. Determine the standard amount of ink
required for t he job by t he f ol lowi ng
procedure�—
(1) Calculate the total width of the
coated area.
(2) Referring to the type of paper,
ink formula number, and, with the
coated width, locate the stand229

.

and pounds of ink per M yards
from the ink coating standards.
(These standards were determined by computation from the
results of laboratory tests for all
the various types of carbon paper
manufactured in our plant.)
(3) Calculate the amount of ink required for the job by multiplying
the standard weight per M yards
by the total yards produced.
C
Record the number of setups and
multiply by the allowable waste per
setup.
d. Record the number of mill roll
changes and multiply by the allowable waste per mill roll change.
e. Record the number of yards pro-

duced and multiply by the allowable
waste per M yards for miscellaneous
causes.
f. Add up the above figures to arrive
at the total amount of material allowed.
3. Subtract the total standard material allowed from the total actual material
used, or vice versa, and post the difference on the line reserved for material
saved or wasted. If material is wasted,
circle the amount.
4. Post this difference on the Material Utilization Charge Sheet (Exhibit 7). This
sheet is kept on a weekly basis for each
operator and, at the close of each pay
week, it is used to determine the bonus
percentage for the coating operator.

COATING DEPARTMENT WASTE STANDARDS
BOO K AND
HALFTONE

REASON FOR WASTE

UN I T

Roll Change
Set -up Allover coated
Set -up to Stripe
Set -up Transverse
Misc. Allowance

Lbs. /occ.
Lbs. /occ.
Lbs. /occ.
Lbs. /occ.
Lbs. /1,000 yds.

5.0
2.5
4.5
6.0
3.2

ON ET IM E AN D PENCIL
3 0 " WIDE
Under
Wide
AND OVER

30"

2.0
0.9
1.8
4.0
1.2

3.0
1.4
3.0
1.4

EXHIBIT 6

Should defective merchandise slip through our plant to the customer or if
the defective merchandise is discovered while still in our plant, a mistake report
is prepared and the situation is investigated by our plant superintendent. By
checking the run envelope on file, we are able to identify the operator responsible. The incentive analyst receives a copy of the mistake report and deducts
the weight of the defective merchandise on the daily charge sheet for that operator for the current week. If the weight of the defective merchandise exceeds 250
pounds, the incentive analyst uses only a minus 250 pounds in the computation.
In this way the operator is penalized for any merchandise produced which is
below standard quality but, in the event of a large loss, is not penalized beyond
the point at which he might lose initiative or his interest in the program.
The steps taken to determine the bonus percentage for each coating operator
from the material utilization daily charge sheet at the close of each week are as
follows:
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M A TE R I A L U L ITIZA TION C H A R GE S H E E T
C OA TIN G D E P A R TM E N T
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U l l l e r e n c e 11 D e .
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To t a l D i f f e r e n c e o f P r e vi o u s 5 W e e k s ( l b s . )
To t a l f o r 6 w e e k s ( l b s . )
R u n n i n g 6 w e e k s a ve r a g e ( l b s . )
Bo n u s P e r c e n t

In k

)

J

C

EXHIBIT 7
A.

To t a l th e a m o u n t of m a t e r i a l sa ve d a n d
t h e a m o u n t w as ted o n runs w o r ke d o n
d u r i n g th e week, as show n o n t h e o p e r at o r' s d a i l y c h a r g e sheet a n d d e t e r m i n e
th e di ff eren ce f or t he w ee k.

B.

The di f fe r e nc e s d e t e r m i n e d d u r i n g t h e
pr e vi o u s fi ve weeks, plus o r m inus the
d i f f e r e n c e d u r i n g t h e c u r r e n t week, d i vi d e d b y six, gi ve s a r u n n i n g six weeks'

a ve r a g e w e i g h t o f m a t e r i a l s a ve d o r
w as te d. The re as on f o r t h e s ix w eek s ru n n i n g a ve r a g e i s t o p r e v e n t t h e o p e r a t o r s
f r o m e a r n i n g w eek ly " f e a s t o r f a m i n e "
bonuses f r o m
t h e i r i n d i vi d u a l
w eek ly
ef f o rt s .

C.

Re f e r r i n g t o t h e
Mat eri al
Uti l i zati on
Bonus Cl a s si f i c at i o n ( E xh i b i t 8 ) th e p e r ce n t o f bo nu s is r e a d i l y d e t e r m i n e d .

Incentive Calculation; Bonus and Waste Reporting
The calculation of the coating machine operator's bonus hours for material
utilization is handled in the following manner. Suppose that a coating machine
operator has 45 clock hours, spends 40 hours on standard production and produces 44 hours. After reviewing the material utilization bonus classification
schedule, it is found that a 15 per cent bonus should be allowed the operator for
his performance in material utilization. The 44 hours produced, multiplied by
15%, equals 6.6 bonus hours earned for material utilization. Should the operator's material utilization bonus classification schedule show a 8% bonus for
the week, the 44 hours produced is multiplied by 8%. This equals 3.5 hours
which is subtracted from the 4 hours earned on the production incentive plan,
netting the operator .5 bonus hours for the week.
No particularly scientific method was used in determining the material utilization bonus classification schedule. It was based on individual judgment and
OCT OBE R, 19 53
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MA T E R I A L U T IL IZ AT IO N
BONUS CLASSIF ICAT IO N

116
106
96
86
X
76
66
56
46
36
26
16
6
- 4
- 14
- 24
- 34
- 44
- 54
- 64
- 74
- 84
- 94
-104
-114'
-124
-134
-144
-154
-164
-174
-184
=194

Over 125
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
1
To
To
To
To
To
To

125
115
105
95
85
75
65
55
45
35
25
15
5
- 5
- 15
- 25
- 3S
- 45
- 55
- 65
- 75
- 85
- 95
-105
- 115
-125
-135
-145
-155
-165
-175
-185

M. U.
Bonus
y

Six -W eek Aver age W eight
of Mater ial Saved or,
W asted.
t

25
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
b
3
4
3
2
1
0
-1
..2
-3
-4
-5
-6
-7

Six-W eek Average W eight
of Mat er i al Saved of
W asted

M. U.
Bonus

-204
-214
-224
-234
-244
-254
-264
-274
-284
-294
-304
-314
-324
- 334
-344
-354
-364
-374
-384
-394
-404
-414
-424
-434
-444
-4S4
-464
-474
-484
-494
-504
-514
-524

- 8
- 9
-10
-11
-12
-13
-14
-15
-16
-17
-18
-19
-20
-21
-22
-23
-24
-25
-26
-27
-28
-29
-30
-31
-32
-33
-34
-35
-36
-37
-38
-39
-40

To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To.
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To

-195
-205
-215
-225
-235
-245
-255
-265
-265
-285
-295
-305
-315
-325
-335
-345
-355
-365
-375
-385
-395
-405
-415
-425
-435
-445
-455
-465
-475
-485
-495
-505
-515

7.

EXHI BI T 8

past experience. The purpose in constructing the schedule so that it does not go
beyond 125 pounds or 25 per cent bonus for the week is to discourage any
further savings of material on the part of the operator, since such savings would,
in many cases, reduce the quality of the finished product below the minimum
standards.
It may be noticed that the schedule carries negative bonus percentages. This
was a recent addition to the original plan, the purpose being to emphasize the
material utilization incentive plan and de- emphasize the production incentive
plan. Under the production incentive plan, the above - average coating machine
operator is able to earn from ten per cent to approximately thirty per cent bonus
on hours worked on standard. Should the operator concentrate on speed in pro232
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iFM,I BONUS REPORT
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COATING DEPARTMENT

OPERATOR

OPERATOR
CLOCK NO.

CURRENT
W=
MACHIMS�■O.

M I N G October 4, 1952

RUNNING AVERAGE FOR
P M M E S ( POONDS)
IVIDCAL
O
COliBINID
BONGS
G" OR LOSS GAIN OR IASS GAIN OR LASS � K _

Shift 1
Scthoone"r
Reighard

16
7

3
5 -6

- 1.2
-19.6

+ 2.2
+ 8.4

• 1.0
- 11.2

Schumann
Oswald

68
5

6-3
2-4

-100.2
-111.4

-39.5
-151.3

-139.7
-262.7

- 2
-14

Thompson
L . Smith

41
14

1 -7

8

+ 25.1
- 1 6. 5

+ 46.4
- 1 3. 7

17
11

Ha r t

50

6-3

- 94 .2

-

Reick

97

3

- 47.2

- 65.5

-108.8
-112.7

1
1

32
11

Sh ift 2
+ 21.3
+ 2. 8

14.3

V

EXHIBIT 9

duction and ignore material waste and quality merchandise, he is very likely
to find his production bonus wiped out by a negative material utilization bonus.
At the start of each pay week the material utilization bonus percentage earned
by each operator is posted in the coating department. A Material Utilization
Weekly Bonus Report (Exhibit 9), setting forth this information, is sent to the
plant manager, plant superintendent, payroll department and the coating department.
Information gathered from the daily waste weight reports, production reports,
et c . , i s c o m p i l e d a n d su b m it t e d a s a we e k l y M a t e r i a l W a st e R e po r t ( E x h ib i t 1 0 ) -

This report is sent to the president, plant manager, comptroller, plant superintendent, and to the individual production department foreman concerned. It
contains information on waste, not only for the coating department but for other
departments as well, although no material utilization incentive plan is in effect
in these departments. We gather and accumulate this information for purposes
of checking waste, general information, etc. Actually, a large percentage of the
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MATERIAL WASTE REPORT
WEEK ENDING

October 4, 1952

TOTAL
WASTE
(LBS.)

1,000
YARDS
PROD.

3 WEEK PERIOD ENDING October 4, 1952

ACTUAL
LBS./
M YDS.

STID.
LBS./
M YDS.

WASTE- IN
EXCESS OF
STANDARD
LBS.
YDS. i

TOTAL
WASTE
LBS.)

1,000
YARDS
PROD.

STID.
LBS./
M YDS.

ACTUAL
LBS./
M YDS.

DEPARTMENT

MATIL

COATING

INK
PAPER

3595
42,115

8405
12,340

0.43
3. 41

0
2.00

0.43
1. 41

- 17,880
123,640

25,200
37,455

0.71
3.31

0
2.00

0.71
1. 31

SLITTING

PAPER

24,110

4880

4.94

2.30

2.64

77,910

15,805

4.93

2.30

2.63

PROCESSING

PAPER

4,270

895

4.77

2.65

2.12

19,740

2,605

7.58

2.65

4.93

ACTUAL
LBS./
REAM

STID.
LBS./
REAM

EXCESS OF
STANDARD
LBS.

0.40

0.44

WASTE IN
REAMS
PROD.

36,850

49,655

0.74
1.16

REAMING

PAPER

12,350

14,745

o.84

CUTTING

PAPER

19,120

14,745

1.30

57,825

49,655

101,965

12,340

8.26

316,165

37,455

ACTUAL STID.
LBS./
LBS./
REAM

REAMS
PROD.

TOTAL
WASTE
LBS

REAM

TOTAL
WASTE
LBS.

Z

to

n
c

h
h
txy
'-i

Z

WASTE IN
EXCESS OF
STANDARD
LBS./M. YDS

TOTAL

EXH I BI T 10

8.44

o.4o

WASTE IN
EXCESS OF
STANDARD
LBS.

0.34

waste shown in the slitting, processing, reaming and cutting departments originated in the coating department and was caused by the coating machine operator. This is the miscellaneous waste which was red - flagged when the roll was
being coated and was not taken out of the roll at that time. The slitting and
processing departments are able to take out this waste and splice the rolls. The
reaming department is able to eliminate the waste from the rolls as they are
being sheeted.
Lowered Material Costs
It is very difficult to evaluate the effect of the material utilization incentive
plan on costs and company profits. Our monthly operating statements show
that the percentage of raw material costs has decreased substantially since installing the plan, without any decline in basic material costs. Although we like
to feel that the plan is largely responsible for the decreased cost of materials, we
realize that there are many other factors working toward this end, such as factory
supervision, purchasing efficiencies, improved machine maintenance, etc. Thus,
we can only surmise that the material utilization incentive plan has contributed
greatly to a reduction in material costs.
In addition to making the operators active participants in our battle to reduce
waste, by stimulating them to closer attention to their machine and thoughtful
consideration of their work habits, the plan enables us to identify the wasteful
machine operators and improperly functioning machines so that effective corrective action can be taken. Furthermore, the plan offers the operators the opportunity to earn more money, thus cutting down turnover in our plant through
better employee relations.
It is hoped that, through this article, other manufacturing companies, whose
cost of materials constitutes a large proportion of the total cost of the finished
product, may benefit from the example here given of a successfully operating
material utilization incentive plan.
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WORKSHOP

Looking Forward to a
Faster Annual Closing
by E. R. HOFFMAN
Staff Accountant, General Mills, Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota

A four -step procedure to quick -step a necessary and always eagerly awaited accomplishment, which is often overly costly and drawn out
in large companies and small — perhaps more so in the former category —, is here presented against the background experience of a company with a country -wide array of manufacturing, storage and
marketing units, Laying the groundwork and stream- lining the action
are depicted, along with maximum speed in effecting consolidations
and maximum coordination of internal accounting efforts with those
of the independent public accountants.

annual closing is a big one in a company
T with diversified and widespreadtheoperations.
Every part of the whole process
HE PROBLE M O F COM PL E T I N G

must be at its proper place at the proper time, or delays will result. Delays are
costly, both in time and money, and usually a saving in time is a saving in
money. In addition, management decisions may wait upon the completion of
an annual financial statement and profit and loss statements. For these reasons,
industrial accountants are all concerned with completing the annual closing as
promptly as possible.
The purpose of this /article is to describe the methods used by our company
in its annual closing. Over a period of years, we have developed procedures
which make it possible to publish annual statements quite promptly. For example, summary profit or loss statements are furnished management at the middle
of the first month following the fiscal closing date, and the published stockholders' report is issued prior to the end of the second month following the close
of the fiscal year.
Business and Organization of the Company
In addition to its basic flour milling activity, our company processes soybeans
and fatty acids, manufactures home appliances and other mechanical equipment,
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produces animal feeds and packaged cereal products, and owns a line of farm
stores and country elevators. It maintains sales offices in 67 cities from Hawaii
to San Juan, Puerto Rico, operates 36 manufacturing plants from Los Angeles
to Buffalo, and has a line of 67 farm stores and 84 country elevators. The head
office of the company is in Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Our accounting organization is based on a divisional setup, with each division
maintaining its own general ledger and detailed supporting data. The divisions
are organized in part according to products manufactured and sold and in part
along the lines of geographical location. A division comptroller is in charge
of the accounting in each division. The division comptrollers are functionally
responsible to the company comptroller and to his headquarters staff in Minneapolis.
Uniform Account Classification and Definition Needed
The prompt consolidation of accounting data of a diverse and widespread
organization requires a uniform account classification. To accomplish this, the
head office accounting department has prepared manuals of income, purchase,
expense, and financial statement accounts. These manuals prescribe authorized
control and detail accounts and also list the specific items which go into each
account. The manuals authorize a uniform system of account numbering, used
both for hand tabulation and for machine methods. For example, in the financial
statement accounts manual the section on customers' accounts receivable tells
what items should be charged to this controlling account, when the charges are
to be made, and the conditions and method of charging off uncollectible accounts
to the allowance for bad debts account.
The expense manual authorizes controlling accounts related to individual and
departmental expense responsibility. Thus, the expense totals for each controlling account —such as products control expense, administrative expense, or field
selling expense— reflect the expense for which the executives in charge of these
departments are responsible. The manual also outlines the general types of expense chargeable to each expense control and gives rather detailed lists of the
items whidi may be charged to the individual detailed expense accounts. For
example, under office supplies are listed — among other items — note books,
wrapping paper, twine, desk trays, dust cloths, brief cases, erasers, etc. Under
plant operating supplies are listed brooms, brushes, cleaning compounds, trash
containers, dust pans, mops, first aid supplies, bailing wire, etc. It has been our
experience that a detailed list of items chargeable to each account is desirable,
since it promotes uniform classifications, thus avoiding correspondence.
OCT OBE R, 19 53
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The number of controlling general ledger accounts is limited. In the balance
sheet category, the controlling accounts generally represent only the accounts
actually used for financial statement presentation. In the expense classification,
twenty-six controlling accounts are grouped according to production, distribution, and administrative expense. Not all of the accounts are used by each
division.
Within the framework of the account manuals issued by the head office, each
division comptroller prepares his own chart of accounts to fit the operations of
his division. Such charts conform to the general classification and numbering
system authorized by the head office. However, a further subdivision of both
balance sheet and operating accounts may be made by the divisions by means of
additional numbers, used as location codes to designate individual branch offices,
mill locations, etc. The divisions' charts of accounts are reviewed in the head
office for conformity with the over -all account structure.
Field personnel use the divisional charts of accounts, together with the account manuals, to properly classify transactions. Thus, uniformity of account
classification is maintained and inquiries and correspondence between the headquarters office and field offices as to account classification, are kept at a minimum.
In addition, the manuals are available to the public accountants for their use in
determining the items which should be charged to each account.
With a uniform account classification established, the more immediate speedup procedures for the closing may be considered. These are planning the closing,
the use of short -cuts, simplifying consolidations, and cooperation with the public
accountants.
Step One: Planning
In order to do the job of closing, each office and each accountant in each
office must know what must be done and when it must be done. This means
that the job must be planned and scheduled. Planning the closing is probably
the most important part of the entire task, and it has to be done before the
actual closing begins. Included in our planning procedure are the following:
I. The closing manual.
1. Closing forms and schedules.
3. Schedule of dates.

The closing manual, issued by the company's chief accountant, consists of a
description of the special reports, year -end adjustments, verification requirements,
etc., necessary to complete the closing. The manual is reviewed and brought
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up -to -date annually, prior to the end of the fiscal year, and significant changes
are reviewed with the public accountants. The revised portions of the manual
are issued to the divisional and plant accounting groups in time for them to
become familiar with changes before the actual closing begins.
The following list includes some of the subjects covered in our closing
manual:
Instructions for closing the books.
Special year -end adjustments.
contingent liabilities.
Determination
interdivisional transacVerification
tions.
5. Verification of inventory quantities in
conjunction with the public accountants.
6. Classification of items to be included
as prepaid expense.
of

of

I.
2.
3.
4.

7. Inventory valuation.
8. Securing market quotations for investments.
9. Suggested form letters for account verification and other purposes.
10. List of officers authorized to sign inventory verification statements.
11. List of addresses of the public accountants' local offices.

The above is not a complete list, but it does indicate the type of material included in our closing manual.
There are many benefits gained from using such a manual. Among them are:
1. Uniform procedures are established for
all offices.
2. Consistent accounting practices are followed from year to year.
3. The public accountants are apprised of
the official closing procedures of the
company by reference to the manual.

4. Questions arising in the field in connection with the closing are answered by
reference to the manual rather than by
correspondence with the head office.
5. By using such a manual, voluminous and
largely repetitious closing instructions,
which otherwise must be issued each
year, are made unnecessary.

The second part of our planning is the preparation of closing work schedules
for use by the divisions. These work papers are reproduced by the head office
on columnar paper, with appropriate line captions and columnar headings. Each
divisional office is responsible for completing a set of such work papers summarizing its operations for the year. The following examples indicate the types
of information required by these schedules:

of

I. Cash accounts— Summary reconciliation
of bank statement balance with financial
statement balance.
2. Customers' accounts receivable —Summary aging of balances, segregation of
secured accounts, segregation of amounts
due from the U. S. Government, segregation of amounts payable in foreign
currencies.
3. Allowance for bad debts—Summary
transactions showing approprianalysis
ations charged to bad debt expense,
customers' accounts receivable charged
off, collections on accounts charged off,
etc.
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4. Inventory summaries — Detail of inventory
values, by type of products, basis of
valuation, etc.
5. Inventory valuation allowances— Detailed
computation by products according to
formula.
6. Total expense — Classified to conform to
requirements of Securities and Exchange
Commission.
7. Sales income — Summary by activity or
product.
8. InterdivisionaI purchases— Summary to
permit elimination for the determination
of net corporate sales income.
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(Division)
Analysis of
Changes in Stocks, Bonds, and
Miscellaneous Investments
June

Additions:
Purchases during year (describe in detail):

to May

31, 1953

x

$

Dates of
Transactions Amount Amount

x

$

(should agree with
Balance - June
adjusted closing balance May 31, 1952)
1, 1952

1, 1952

X
X

x
x
x
x
x

$

$

Total Purchases
Other Adjustments (Describe in detail):

x

$

Total Other Adjustments

z

Total Additions

u

Total

x

$

Deductions:
Collections on Land Contracts
(Detail larger amounts):

X
X
X

Investments Sold

;E

Balance

Ma y 3 1

x
x

19 5 3

(Per Financial Statement)

$

Total Deductions

$

Book Value

of

EXHIBIT 1

Exhibit 1 is an example of one of our closing schedules, showing an analysis
of the stocks, bonds, and miscellaneous investments account.
The closing work papers are used for a number of purposes, including the
following:
A duplicate of each completed schedule
is furnished the public accountant by the
division office and is used as the auditors' working paper for the account
analyzed.
(It should be mentioned here that the
blank forms are reviewed with the public
accountants so that the forms will serve
the auditors as well as serving the company.)
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2. The work papers provide information used
in the annual stockholders' report.
3. They provide information used in preparing the annual report to the Securities
and Exchange Commission.
4. They are consolidated in the head office
to produce a company -wide accounting
summary of the year's transactions.
5. They provide data for our so- called "detailed annual report," which is a detailed
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

historical accounting and statistical record of the year's operations for internal
use.

6. They provide information for supple mentary profit or loss analyses for man agement.

In preparation, these closing work papers are subjected to a liberal cross verification process. For example, closing financial statement balances on the
schedules are checked against the financial statement itself, while bad debt accruals shown in the analysis of the allowance for bad debts account are checked
against bad debt expense shown on the expense analysis schedule. This practice aids in eliminating errors and oversights at the division office level.
The third item in planning the annual closing is scheduling due dates. Scheduling starts when the chief accountant prepares an over -all time schedule, beginning
with the date for a conference between the public accountants and the audit committee of the board of directors and ending with the dates for publication of
the annual report to the stockholders and of the annual report to the Securities
and Exchange Commission. Working from this time schedule, due dates are
established for completion of the various closing work papers transmitted by
the divisions to the head office. The head office sets the cut -off date for inter divisional transactions, while each division comptroller determines the cut -off
dates for the division's internal transactions, such as cash disbursements, sundry
transactions, etc. Thus, discretion is allowed the divisions in order to meet local
conditions, subject to meeting the over -all schedule of the head office. Once the
schedule is established, it is rigidly adhered to and no exceptions are allowed.
This is most necessary because the delay of one small piece of information might
result in holding up a considerable amount of closing and consolidating work.

Step Two: Speeding Up Procedures
Our company is constantly on the alert for methods and ideas which will help
to get the year -end closing done in a faster, more efficient manner. All accounting and methods people in both our head office and our field offices are encouraged to present constructive ideas to this end. It is believed that, in any company,
an examination of the jobs to be done will reveal possible short -cuts. In the following paragraphs are a few illustrations of the devices which we use and which
we believe speed up the closing.
We have found that a punched card system is the fastest means of tabulating
masses of data. We use such a system for accumulating summary entries of the
principal classes of transactions, such as cash disbursements, invoice summaries,
cash receipts, etc. Summary cards punched from each of these sources are combined into general ledger journal entries.
OCT OB ER , 19 53
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EXHIBIT 2

For purposes of consolidating the financial and operating statements of the
operating divisions, we use peg -board reports from which amounts are easily
added to a consolidated total by a comptometer operator.
To set out items which require special consideration or which arise from
prior year's operations, each of the divisions uses a suspense profit and loss account. A summary of this account is prepared at the end of each year and
transmitted to the head office. Thus, the general run of accounts contains only
routine entries. The amounts reported in the suspense profit or loss account by
the divisions, are reclassified at the head office, as necessary, as cost of goods
sold, general and administrative expense, etc., for presentation in published
reports.
In recording inventory quantities at the plant and warehouse level, pre headed inventory work sheets are used, with product, size, etc., reproduced in
advance by the headquarters or divisional offices. This method avoids the need
for writing in the product description when recording inventory quantities. In
addition, inventory work sheets with uniform arrangement of products, facilitate pricing and recapitulation of quantities.
Closing costs for the valuation of flour and feed inventories are completed
on the first day following the close of the fiscal year. Material costs are based
on closing market prices and predetermined standard rates are used for production expense.
Cost sheets are prepared in advance and, as soon as closing costs are determined, the values are inserted. These sheets are reproduced, and each office responsible for controlling and reporting inventories is given a complete set of
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costs. Thus, inventory pricing and extension is completed at the local level,
avoiding bottlenecks at the central accounting offices.
A time saving results from using preheaded routine journal entries. Such
entries can usually be prepared in advance (often a year's supply can be duplicated at once) with the account names, account numbers, and proper and adequate explanation already written, so that all that needs to be done at closing
time is the insertion of amounts.
A problem which might cause delays, but does not, is the distribution of head
office overhead. We do not wait until all of the head office accounts are closed
and balanced before making this distribution but, rather, determine the distribution of estimated amounts within a day or two after the close of the year. Headquarters administrative expense, interest expense, payroll tax expense, and pension fund costs are distributed in this manner. We have found that we can
come reasonably close to actual by examining the larger items of expense. The
over- or under - distributed amounts are included in the year's operations as a
variance factor.
Step Three: Simplifying Consolidations
In our company an attempt is made to limit the number of consolidating adjustments at the year -end. Obviously, with a number of divisions, each with its
own general ledger and each doing business with outsiders and with each other,
some adjustments are necessary. The two major adjustments which the head
office must make are the elimination of interdivisional sales from the company's
gross sales and the elimination of interdivisional profits from inventories.
We determine the net sales of the company through the device of using an
interdivisional purchase account in each division. The closing balances in these
accounts are applied against gross sales to arrive at the net sales of the company.
The elimination of interdivisional profits from inventories is done at the
head office. Each division reports the quantity of interdivisional purchases included in its inventory while the selling divisions report their estimated per unit
profit on interdivisional sales. Based on this information, the necessary adjustment in inventory values is computed and set up by the head office, the contra
charge being to the current year's profit or loss. The advantage of this method
is that each division can price its own inventory on the normal basis without
making any special adjustment or communicating with other offices to determine the amount of interdivisional profit in the costs it is using.
Analyses of other accounts on a consolidated basis are made on preheaded
O C T O B E R , 1953
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work sheets, with the various additions and deductions listed horizontally and
the divisional designations vertically.
Exhibit 2 is an example of such a consolidating work sheet, showing the consolidated analysis of the allowance for customers' bad debts account.
Step Four: Cooperating with the Outside Auditors
One point which the reader will notice in the discussion above is the close
cooperation prevailing between the company and the public accountants. This
factor is so important that it merits some additional comments.
It should be apparent that both time and money may be saved by letting
company personnel do as much as possible of the public accountants' detail work
for them. Some examples of how this is accomplished in our company are outlined in the paragraphs which follow.
The amount of routine checking necessary by the public accountants at the
year end can be reduced by use of an internal audit program integrated with
their needs. By reviewing the internal audit program periodically with the
public accountants, much of the routine checking of account classification, systems of internal control, etc., which might need to be done at year end by the
public accountants, may be taken over by the internal auditing program.
Regular company accounting personnel can prepare analyses of the year's
transactions and of closing balances of the various accounts. It has been mentioned that the divisional closing work papers are reviewed with the public accountants before being reproduced at the head office. When these work papers
are completed by the divisions, copies are given the public accountants and
serve as their working papers and analyses of the accounts. The public accountants make such checks of these work papers as they believe necessary, yet the
procedure described means that the routine preparation is done by company
personnel, who are familiar with the accounts and who would have to do most
of the same work in any case as a part of the closing effort.
Also, the use of teams, composed of company personnel and public accountants, to verify inventories makes it possible to accomplish this routine job more
efficiently.
The policy of year- around cooperation with the public accountants saves time
at year -end. As special problems arise during the year, they are discussed and
an agreement reached. Thus, at year -end, both the comptroller's staff of the
company and the auditors can concentrate their attention on completing the
closing, itself, rather than being diverted by the discussion of special problems.
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Many of the more routine clerical jobs may also be done by company employees for the public accountants. Examples include the preparation of letters
to banks covering the status of drafts deposited for collection, the preparation
of letters verifying amounts due to or from employees, etc. Such verification
statements can be prepared by company employees in conformity with the public accountants' requirements and then given to them for checking and mailing.

In Brief
In summary, we believe that, for a company such as ours, the annual closing
can be speeded up by starting with a uniform and well - constructed classification
of accounts, followed up by careful planning of closing precedures, with assignment of specific responsibilities to each office. Further speed -up can be
gained by using such short -cuts and simplified procedures as can be devised and
by close cooperation with the public accountants.

How to Make I -Day Easier
By WALTER F. BEACH
Controller and Assistant Secretary, Crouse -Hinds Co., Syracuse, New YorK

Maximum preparation jor a weekend physical inventory is the goal of
the planning procedure� to which expression is tven in this article.
Th e organization is � erted well ahead of time, r=oup meetings are
held, and instructions are issued. Procedure on inventory day is also
described. The company involved uoilized some 27,000 inventory
tickets in the inventory of a recent year.

T

HE NE ED FOR CA RE F U L PL A N N I N G

case, there is a great deal of room for

of a physical inventory may be

improvement.
Time spent in planning the inven-

readily appreciated by some accountants and other members of an organization responsible for inventories. On
the other hand, it is not uncommon to
hear the remark, "We've taken inventories for years. It's an old story and
we kn ow how t o do it ." A little investigation often reveals, in the latter
O C TO B E R , 1953

tory program pays big dividends. There
are many advantages, a few of which
are:
I. An understanding by all concerned of
the inventory objective, methods for obtaining this objective and the position
of each department or group of an organization in the total picture.
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Announcement of Annual Inventory of Production Materials
From: W. F. Beach

Date: October I, 1952

I. Our annual inventory of production materials will be taken on Saturday, November I. Full details of the procedures to be followed will be discussed with you
within the next week or ten days. It is expected that the procedures used in past
years will be followed.
2. A factor which greatly contributes to a satisfactory inventory is advance planning by each foreman. There are many details that can be taken care of before
the actual inventory count, such as arrangement of stock; collection and disposition of odds and ends of materials, scrap, etc.
3. Excess quantities of materials may be returned to the stockroom. However, this
should cover only overruns, stock left over on completed production orders and
unreasonably large quantities of floor items. Please do not return materials to
the stockrooms just before inventory and then draw it out again right after inventory. This causes a lot of unnecessary work for everyone.
4. This letter is written to you so that you can begin now to make your plans for
the inventory and arrange to have enough men available to do the fine job you
have done in past years. The auditors will again check our work, and a careful,
complete and accurate inventory makes the job easier for all of us.

EXHIBIT 1
2. Advance correction of difficulties which
would cause confusion at inventory time.
3. Proper "tie -in" of all inventory elements,
such as scrap materials and containers
returnable for credit.
4. Survey of location of materials and determination of whether or not they are
to be included in the count on inventory
day. Recent years of high business activity have made it necessary to use
every square foot of space to greatest
advantage and it is not uncommon to
find materials stored in unusual places.
S. Advance planning goes a long way to
show the size and extent of the physical
inventory job and, when this is known,
proper steps can be taken to secure sufficient personnel to do it. This is a very
important factor. Some business organ inzations use accounting, cost department, production planning, internal audit
and similar personnel to do the job.
Others rely heavily on the manufacturing
force to actually take the inventory, with
only supervisory assistance from the administrative staff. Our company follows
the second method.
6. Advance planning places responsibility
for inventory taking. This factor is of extreme importance. The major fields of
inventory responsibility in our company
are:
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Accounting —
a. Preparation of all inventory supplies,
such as instruction sheets, inventory
tickets and ticket control sheets.
b. Conduct of inventory instruction
meetings with factory personnel.
c. Cooperation with outside accountants
(auditors).
d. Over -all control of inventory tickets.
e. Survey and review on inventory day
of actual inventory taking, and compliance with instructions.
Manufacturing —
a. Control of material movement at inventory time (materials should move
only under unusual circumstances).
b. Personnel available in each department, stockroom and storehouse, to
make inventory counts and write inventory tickets.
Stock records—
a. Act as control center on inventory
day for completion of inventory in
various divisions and for dispatching
accounting and audit personnel to
examine acceptability of inventory as
taken.
b. Supply personnel to assist in the
stockrooms and storehouses because
of familiarity with materials.
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

Announcing Inventory and
Conducting Group Meetings

An announcement of the inventory
date should be distributed well in advance. The form we use is illustrated
by Exhibit 1. We have found an advance notice about four weeks before
inventory taking to be most satisfactory. In the first place, it notifies all
people concerned with inventory of
the date so that they can plan their
personal affairs accordingly. Our inventories occur on week -ends and we
must plan for overtime work on Friday evening and Saturday. In some instances, a small amount of work may
need to be done on Sunday. As a second point, there is always a certain
amount of advance arrangement of
material and general housekeeping
clean -up work. Our foremen have
found from experience that this work
speeds up the actual inventory- taking.
Further, there is often an accumulation of stock over -runs and odds and
ends of materials lying around. We
encourage the return of this excess
material to the stockrooms so that it
may be made available for other purposes. We have found, however, that
there is one angle of returning material to stock which needs close attention. If regular production material
is returned to stockrooms just before
inventory taking and then requisitioned out of stock immediately after
inventory, more mork is made for
everyone. We discourage this practice
OCT OBE R, 19 53

and have received good cooperation
from our foremen.
Adequate notice of the inventory
date must also be given to all persons
operating accounting records, so that
the flow of paperwork and book entries can be properly related to the inventory. Special attention must be
given to complete recording of all material movement preceding the inventory. We make a special effort to
distinguish records of material receipts
and issues (material receiving reports,
requisitions from stock, receipts into
stock and relief out of stock for shipments) for movements before inventory and after inventory. The inventory
date and closing date for the accounting period must coincide. If this is
not possible, considerable accounting
reconciliation work is necessary.
In our organization we conduct inventory meetings a few days before
inventory- taking. The meetings have
been extremely helpful in securing the
cooperation of factory personnel and
also in providing an opportunity for
detailed discussion of the inventory
instructions and the reasons why certain considerations are important in
achieving desired results. The meetings
are held in small groups of twenty or
thirty people each and conducted along
the lines of an open forum, with as
much discussion on the part of factory
personnel as possible. In this manner,
these individuals are brought more
closely into the inventory project and
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PLANT INVENTORY INSTRUCTIONS
I. The inventory of Production Materials will be taken as of the close of business,
Friday, October 30.
2. All items affecting inventory accounts should be closed off as of Friday night
instead of Sunday. This applies to requisitions, receipts, receiving reports, foundry materials and metals monthly inventory, foundry production, job order materials, purchased materials, core sand mixed. Alzak monthly reports, etc. All
payrolls will be closed as usual on Sunday night.
3. There should be no movement of material between production departments or
between production departments and the stockrooms, or within the department
after inventory - taking begins.
4. Description, part or drawing number, used on catalog number, department,
operations finished (exactly what work has been done on the article), number of
containers and quantity, should be carefully written on inventory tickets. Calculations, such as addition of several containers or multiplication of a number of
containers by the average quantity, in computing the over -all total of similar
materials should be made on the back of the inventory ticket. An actual count
must be made except in unusual instances. Inventory tickets should show in the
space, "counted by,' the initials or clock number of the person making the count.
Complete information is necessary for the Cost Department to accurately price
the inventory.
5. The complete inventory ticket should be left with the material until after the
department has been checked by the auditors and not p icked up from the material until the foreman has advised that his department is okay. Persons familiar
with the material should collect the tickets and watch carefully for any obvious
errors in count, description, etc.
b. Extra "Taken" tickets are provided for use when the material is in more than one
container. The quantity in the container and related inventory ticket number
should be written on each "Taken" ticket and the ticket placed with the material.
"Ta k e n " tick ets are to be used o n ly wh e n th e boxes, barrels, or other containers are grouped together. Th e inventory ticket will be placed on one
containe r and "Taken" tickets on all others.
7. Notify
when your inventory is completed. On Saturday, October 31, the auditors will examine the manner in which the inventory was taken
and verify some quantities. Sufficient men should be in the department to assist
the auditors.
8. Each department will have a block of numbered inventory tickets which must
be accounted for on the Department Inventory Control Sheet. As mentioned
above, completed inventory tickets are left with the material after the count is
made. When the auditors have finished their inspection, the tickets will be gathered and arranged numerically, accounting for every ticket charged to the department. When all tickets have been accounted for (whether used, not used,
or void), they should be returned to
together with a copy
of the control sheet.
9. This inventory is concerned only with those items that are manufactured or assembled for sale. Small quantities of screws, nuts, etc., of little value should not
be inventoried. Supply items and materials purchased for factory maintenance
or repair should also not be included.
10. Further details of inventory taking will be discussed at foremen's meetings before
October 30. Charge inventory labor to Center 750, Account 50, and mark
inventory on labor card.

EXHIBIT 2
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can voice the need for attention to particular problems. We have found that
discussion of a situation in one department often aids other departments.
The people attending should be the
foremen of production departments,
stockrooms, and storehouses, together
with the several key people from each
section who are expected to act as
group leaders on inventory day. It is
especially important to have as many
group leaders attend as possible, because they directly oversee the actual
inventory- taking. It is difficult for a
foreman to watch each of his employees if his department is of any
size. Representatives of similar departments or those handling like material
should be included in the same meeting. For example, we have found it
advantageous to place all assembly department representatives in one group
for this purpose. The next meeting
would cover machining departments
and a third meeting would cover stockroom and storehouse people. This approach gives the person conducting the
meeting an opportunity to stress phases
of the inventory process which are
common to the entire group and of
greatest importance to them.
Inventory Instructions and Count Forms

Our experience has also shown that
carefully written instructions covering
the inventory- taking procedure, writing of the inventory ticket, and control
and disposition of the tickets are one
of the most important tools for securOCT OBE R, 19 53

ing a good inventory. These instructions should be freely distributed to
all persons directing the inventory.
They should be arranged in logical
order, concisely written and very complete. These qualities are intended to
characterize the instruction sheet given
as Exhibit 2. It is used in inventory
meetings also, and serves as instruction
for new employees and a refresher for
older employees. Exhibit 3 shows the
inventory tickets used, and Exhibit 4
the Department Inventory Control
Sheet and the instructions which accompany it.
"Before" or "After" Inventory

I have previously mentioned the correlation of inventory- taking with entries on the accounting records. It
might be well to return to that topic
and point out a few angles which require special attention. Records of materials should agree with the physical
facts of the material. That is the ideal
to be sought for material control and
record of usage. It is of greatest importance at inventory time. Our practice is to record movements of material
into and out of stockrooms and storehouses by blocks of requisitions and
receipts for each day. For example,
all paperwork for stock movements on
Thursday is delivered to the stores
(stock record keeping) department on
Friday morning. The entry is made on
the stock records on Friday as a movement of material dated with Thursday's date. Our auditors have requested
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INVE N TOR Y C O U NT F OR M S
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that we place a special date stamp, for is then returned to the accounting dea few days before and after inventory, partment and the "after inventory'
on the stock requisition and receipt stamp given out for use during the
forms as they are posted to the stock first three or four days following the
record card. This places special em- inventory. Under this procedure, all
phasis on recording stock movement at receiving reports for inventory mateinventory time and also makes it easier rial are identified for inventory purfor the auditors to make test checks of poses immediately preceding and following the physical inventory.
paperwork flow.
Our receiving reports for incoming
materials have presented a special I -Day Comes
For many years, physical inventoryproblem, due to the nature of the materials (bulk materials such as pig taking in our company has been a
iron, molding sand and carload lots of week -end proposition. Our by -word has
steel, and materials requiring special been "Production must go on!" Planhandling such as acids, etc.). Various ning for the physical count naturally
dates occur in the handling of such revolves around the time allotted to it
material: date received in our plant and everything is geared accordingly.
yard, date unloaded, date placed under We have given our foremen a free
the control of stockroom or storehouse hand concerning the start of inventory
foreman. We control the record date in their departments and the movefor all materials reported on receiving ment of material between departments
reports by using a rubber stamp read- as inventory day approaches. The larger
ing "before inventory' and other departments start their counts on Fristamps reading "after inventory." The day and others can get out a full day
stamps are held by the accounting de- of production on Friday and take their
partment. On the Wednesday preced- inventory on Saturday. As far as timing the inventory week -end a "before ing goes, our goal is to have all inveninventory' stamp is given to each tories taken and inspected by Saturday
stockroom and storehouse foreman and night.
Our outside accountants are present
he is asked to stamp all receiving reports passing through his hands with during the entire physical inventory
and approve our plans, program and
it until inventory day.
On inventory day, he is asked if he extent of inventory in advance. It is
has had a receiving report for all ma- a big job for us and the auditors have
terials coming under his control and as many as eight to ten representatives
any missing reports are located or pre- present. We organize inspection teams
pared. The "before inventory" stamp of two men each, one outside accountO C T O B E R , 1953
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DEPARTMENT INVENTORY CONTROL

RECORD OF INVENTORY TICKETS
(To be completed by foreman of each department immediately after the physical
count.)
DEPARTMENT
Numbers issued to Department
From

Numbers not used by Department

To

From

To

To

From

PROGRESS OF COUNT
Time

Released By

Physical count completed

Representing Manufacturing

Reviewed by Cost Dept,

Representing

os

pt.

Released by Auditors
Representing Auditors
One copy of this control sheet will be taken by the auditor on his release
of this department.
One copy to be returned to Cost Department with tickets.
INSTRUCTIONS
1.
The purpose of the Department Inventory Control Sheet is to
provide a record of numerical control for all inventory tickets
assigned to each department,
2.
The control sheet will be prepared in duplicate by the Cost
Department when the first assignment of inventory tickets is made.
If additional tickets are received by a department, the foreman
must enter the ticket numbers on both copies of the control sheet,

3.

When all materials have been inventoried and tickets written,
each foreman will enter the ticket number of all unused tickets on
both copies of the control sheet, record the time the counting was
finished and sign his name. Phone the Stores Department that the
Inventory is complete.
4.
The inventory of each department will be inspected by a representative of the Cost Department and the control sheet signed.

5.

Present the control sheets to the auditors whose signature
thereon will indicate that the department can proceed with gathering up the tickets. The auditors will return one copy of the control sheet to the foreman,

6.

All inventory tickets must be accounted for, arranged in numerical Order and sent to the Cost Department with the copy of the control sheet. If any tickets are lost or voided, a note to this effect
must be made on your control sheet.

EXHIBIT 4

ant and one from our accounting staff.
Their objective is to examine into compliance with inventory instructions,
test -check accuracy of inventory counts,
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and completeness of inventory - taking.
This last item is quite important and
shows the place of the taken ticket in
the program. If the inspection team
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

can survey a given area and see that all
material has a ticket on it, there is
more than reasonable assurance that
none has been omitted or overlooked.
As an interesting side - light, I might
mention what we have done about
odds and ends of scrap or other unusable material in production departments. At first we just omitted them
from the inventory but we found ourselves with some explaining to do to
the accountants. We then hit on the
idea of separating such material from
good production material and the foreman would mark it as scrap. This practice has worked out very well and has
solved the problem. I will admit that
the amount of material so marked
must be reasonable under the circumstances or the foreman is on the spot
to explain why so much material is so
marked. The inspection teams have
authority to approve a department's
inventory when they are satisfied that
it has been properly taken. This approval is shown by signing the department inventory control sheet.
Our inventory tickets are priced and
extended by the cost accounting department. It is quite a job and the
work extends over several weeks after
the physical inventory is taken. Many
special pricing situations arise, particularly with reference to work -in- process
materials. We attempt to ease this
situation by having the cost department personnel circulate throughout
the plant on inventory day to review
O C T O B E R , 1953

the material in its various stages of
production and the manner in which
individual inventory tickets are written. Our chief cost accountant knows
the trouble spots and has his men
study the situation carefully, with the
thought in mind of possible questions
which may arise when the unit price
for the material must be figured from
the cost records. This may seem like
a small matter. However, it is a part
of the inventory plan which speeds
the work of pricing the inventory tickets several weeks later when much of
the data is "cold."
Another item, small in itself but
important in the total picture, is
the making of memoranda regarding
weaknesses in the procedures, which
reflect unusual situations. Each inspection team is requested to keep notes
on any circumstances which cause trouble and to offer suggestions for improving the procedures. These notes
are valuable in drawing up plans for
future inventories.
Each department is responsible for
the collection of its inventory tickets
after receiving completion approval
from the auditor. The department inventory control sheet comes into use
again at this point, for it shows the
tickets to be accounted for. The tickets
are collected by the people who wrote
them, arranged in numerical order and
verified with the control sheet. Accounting for all tickets seems tedious
to factory people but, with some en253

couragement, they do a very good job.
In 1951 we used over 27,000 individual inventory tickets and did not lose
any. 1 think that is a record.
Although, several years ago the
senior -in- charge for the auditors and
the chief accountant for the company
made up one of the inspection teams,
we have learned that it is better for
these people to be free to look into
any area of the inventory work while
the counting and writing of tickets is
in progress. No matter how well plans
are made, year -in and year -out, there
will always be troublesome spots and
unusual situations which must be fitted
into the over -all picture. Everyone
comes to the job in his old clothes and
wearing a pair of comfortable shoes.
When the day is over, we all realize
that our feet have been somewhere
other than "on the desk."
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You Can Improve a Plan

I have gone into considerable detail on the planning of a physical inventory: why it is advantageous to
have a thorough plan, where the responsibility rests for various phases of
the work, the place of inventory meetings, inventory instructions and forms
and finally what takes place on inventory day. Our inventory program is
the result of several years' experience
but I am sure that still further improvements can be made. My dismission has been closely related to a
manufacturing business because that is
my background and where my interest
lies. However, I believe that many
parts of our program can be readily
adapted to a retail business, distributing business or any other activity concerned with the physical control of
materials.

N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

THE

COST

Editor, N.A.C.A. BulletM:
ECONOMY IN STAFFING PHYSICAL
INVENTORY
AN ANNUAL PHYSICAL INVENTORY IS
a costly necessity. In analyzing the direct
costs of taking inventory in our plant, we
were struck by the fact that our cost was
something more than $1.25 per inventory
tag written. This, in terms of approximately fifty- thousand tags, is a sum which
cannot be lightly shrugged off. Labor is,
of course, the principal element in inventory cost. In an effort to bring about a
significant reduction in the price of taking
inventory, we began to analyze our labor
cost, especially from the standpoint of
effective utilization of manpower.
Up to this point, ou r plant ha d operated
under a policy which permitted every
hourly -paid employee in the fabricating,
assembly and shipping departments who
desired to do so, to work on inventory.
In this manner, we assured ourselves that
we would certainly not run short of men.
W e also operated our inventory within
the same organization chart which governed our normal operations, which is to
say, along departmental lines. For inventory purposes we simply assigned additional personnel from departments where
they were not needed to departments
where they were needed. Our analysis of
this method indicated two principal weak-

FORUM

tag writer. Our investigation revealed that
more than half the time the checker and
the tag writer were idle, waiting for the
counters to complete a job. Likewise, we
had too many such teams and could not
put them all to work without creating
confusion, due to the fact that they would
be working too near another team.
The second weakness was in the ineffectual use of available supervision. W e
had overlooked the fact that there is not
necessarily any correlation between the
number of supervisors required to operate
a department in normal production activities and the number needed to supervise
an inventory of that same department.
Thus, a stores department might function
very well for fifty weeks a year with one
foreman in charge but in order for the
inventory to be completed within the alloted time, the assignment of nearly a
hundred extra men increased the load to
the point at which it was just too much
for the one supervisor, no matter how
capable he might be. On the other hand,
another department, which required a good
deal of supervision during regular operation, might finish its inventory quickly and
leave as many as five supervisors sitting
around waiting for production to start

nesses.
In the first place available manpower was

again.
To overcome these weaknesses in our
past performance, we decided to create a
brand new, temporary, but highly functional organization for inventory purposes.
A list of a ll shop supervisors wa s prepared.

not

To this list were added

effectively

used

because

there was

the names of

simply too much of it. The men were
customarily divided into teams consisting

certain other supervisors, drawn from our

of one or two counters, a checker, and a

gineering departments.
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time study, methods, tool design, and enThe majority of
233

these men were designated as "inventory

Thus, for inventory purposes, special
lines of communication and authority were
established. Information was passed freely
in both directions. A more complete picture of daily progress was created and, as
one crew completed the work in its area,
it was immediately reassigned as a unit to
another area where work was going more
slowly.
In total, we achieved a reduction of approximately forty per cent in the number
of hourly paid workers involved in the
inventory.

The elapsed time for taking

inventory was reduced from ten working
days to eight. Dollar-wise, we have captured a very substantial savings.

CHARLES W. LENT, Lansing Chapter
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ON- THE -SPOT CALCULATION
OF RETAIL INVENTORY

E ditor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
E V E R Y A C C O U N T A N T H A S , at some point
in his life, struggled through the manual
w ay of taking the inventory of a retail

p

(

st ore, whether drug, dry goods, depart m ent store, or super- market, writing down
at a minimum) the quantity and the
rice and, in some cases, even the name
of the item. Our company, which runs
s uper- markets, was one of the first to exeriment with and develop electric calcula tor inventory- taking. Using calculators,
th ere is very little to be written, only the
copying of the section totals from the
c ounters or dial wheels of the calculator.
With the manual system, the sheets had
to be sent to the office to be computed by
a battery of comptometer operators and
then rechecked by other operators. The
m achine system eliminated this office work
en tirely.
An ideal inventory- taking unit is comosed of a caller, who counts the number
of items and then calls this number and
p

avoiding most of the idle time which had
previously plagued us.
For broader supervision, four general
foremen were designated as area leaders
and were able to assist greatly in solving
problems of part identification, etc. Our
plant superintendent was put in general
charge of all inventories within buildings,
while the night superintendent was placed
in charge of all inventory taking in the
yards. Final authority for inventory was
given to the plant controller and the production control manager.

supervisors and workers, through which we
discovered a further advantage to ou r procedure. It was noted that the workers,
themselves, reacted more favorably to the
"crew" setup. They seemed to identify
themselves with their own crew, and a
very healthy competitive spirit with regard
to both quantity and quality of tags written, developed.

p

crew chief" and to each was assigned a
group of eight to twelve hourly -rated
workers. The plant was then divided into
a number of small "zones," based on our
best estimates of what one crew chief and
his crew could inventory in one week.
The crew chief designated from among
his crew, as the situation in his assigned
zone demanded, the tag writers, counters
and checkers. With this small number of
men to keep track of, he was able to
change the assignment of his men and
keep a balance between classifications, thus

th e unit price to a calculator machine oper ator. Using up -to -date calculators with
au tomatic multiplication, the opera tor puts
th e quantity in the left -hand auxiliary key board and the u nit price in the la rge main

Following inventory, we held several

ke yboard. With simple depression of the

post- inventory critique sessions with both

m ultiply key, the machine makes the com-
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putation in dollars and cents in one counter and records the number of units in
the second counter.
The machine keeps accumulating the
various computations until the caller has
reached the end of a section, counter, or
department, or any other division chosen
as a unit. At the end of this section, the
machine dials or cou nters are rea d a nd the
total units and total dollars and cents for
this section are inserted on a record sheet.
The operator clears the counters manually,
without unlocking the counter locks, and
is ready for the next section or department.
(T he machine used should be one on
which the counters can be locked, so that
the operator cannot accidentally strike the
clear key, thereby losing the accumulated
total.)
In super - markets, we have found that a
floor plan of the store, showing each department's location, is the best way of
recording these totals from the machine.
For example, after cou nting the coffee bar,
the total is entered in the block on the
floor plan where the bar is located. This
process is continued all around the store.
We use two crews, which start at opposite
ends of the store and eventually meet in
the middle, thus eliminating the possibility
of missing a part of the store. With two
electric calculators, two operators, and two
callers, we can take a super- market inventory (exclusive of meat and produce) in
from five to seven hours. Inventories are
taken on Monday and Tuesday when there

arrives at the office, it is compared with
the control record of the store inventory.
Besides the fast, accurate figures which
these electric machines give, and the savings in office help, there are some valuable
by- products which are not possible with
the manual system. First, one can immediately ascertain the unit value of merchandise in any department or section or
class of goods, by dividing the dollar total
by the number of units. Second, the
method provides an excellent means of
comparing the merchandise inventory of
any department, or products group, from
period to period. This is done by comparing the present inventory, block by
block on the floor plan, with the previous
inventory floor plan. If, for instance, the
coffee bar has an inventory now of $ 1,0 00
but, on the last inventory the total was
$600, the merchandiser or store supervisors want to know the reason for the
change, because such an increase, of course,
will slow down the rate of turnover. This
ties up additional capital, thereby limiting
a company's available cash. Slow turnover
rates cut down gross profit. There is also
the added danger that an excessive quantity
of coffee will result in stale merchandise,
thereby losing customers.
This method of inventory- taking is, in
our opinion, far ahead of a ny other system
of wire recordings or dictating machines,
for the reason that these systems have to
be transcribed and figured in the office.
Although the system has been primarily

are not many customers in the store. The
machines are mounted on the store basket

adaptable to any kind of merchandise in-

carriers and carry a one - hundred foot ex-

ventory- taking, in a retail store or in a

utilized

by super- markets, it

is readily

tension cord for power, with the cord on

warehouse.

a winding reel. When the counting and

ventory- taking, it would be necessary to

However, in

warehouse in-

recording are finished, the amounts shown

have a pre - printed sheet of items by name,

in each "block" on the floor plan are

since this information is needed where

totaled. This gives at once the final retail

warehouses are concerned.

inventory. When the retail inventory total

with the calculators the dollar figures would
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Nevertheless,
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be available as soon as counting and recording were done. The author can remember when it used to take a week or
ten days to get this answer.
When buying electric ca lcula tors for this
kind of work, it is best to purchase the
smaller type of a company's big desk
model. This small machine is "minus" a
lot of extra equipment which, while good
for other work, is not needed in inventorytaking and costs several hundred dollars
per machine. If a concern has branches,
a carrying case for each machine will have
to be built, since the machine companies
do not make them. The cases are needed
for the protection of the ma chine in transporting it from store to store, as the
machines are damageable, especially their
carriages.
The author seriously recommends that
this machine method be investigated for
fast, accurate inventory- taking for less cost.
SIDNEY W. TOREY, Albany Chapter
WHAT COSTS SHALL BE EXCLUDED
FROM INVENTORY VALUES?

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
MUCH

HAS

BEEN

WRITTEN

It is further generally agreed that elements of cost of a transient, temporary,
or abnormal nature should be excluded
from inventory value, since their inclusion
would contemplate assuming an unrealistic
attitude towards inventory value. Examples
of costs of this type are:
I. Premium wage payments— overtime, Sunday or holiday shift bonus, night shift
bonus, etc.
2. Excessive cost of raw material used in
product —due to:
a. Procurement from other than regular
source of supply.
b. Substitution of material due to non availability of prescribed materiel.
3. Operating expenses of an abnormal or
extraordinary nature, not commonly repetitive. Some expenses that would be
so categorized are:
a. Cost of professional engineering services in connection with installation of
time study, methods analysis, scrap
control, etc.
b. Rearrangement of machinery or plant
departments.
Another element of cost which has no

and spoken

after

relative to what constitutes appropriate
costs to be included in inventory value.
Another way to review the same question
in a significant way is to tak e note of costs
which, under present or proposed practice,
are not a part of inventory values.
It has become axiomatic that costs incurred
the completion of a product
should be excluded from the computation
of inventory value proper and act rather
as a deduction from gross operating profit.
Elements of costs falling in this category,
to mention the most prominent, are:
I. Cost of storing finished stock.
2. Cost of shipping and delivery of finished
stock.
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3. Selling, advertising, and promotional expenses.
4. General administrative or executive expenses.

place in a true inventory value is the cost
of inefficiency. Although it is agreed that,
in the absence of a standard cost system,
measurement of excessive use of material
and labor is difficult, past experience, nevertheless, provides us with the elements of
a standard —a crude yardstick. Thus, the
cost of inefficiency may well be represented
by the following:
I. Excessive usage of material may arise
from poor quality of material, poor workmanship, or defective equipment.
2. Excessive usage of labor may a rise from:
a. Additional time taken to remedy defective work.
b. Unsettled labor conditions in plant.
c. Disturbances in operating conditions,
such as equipment failure, etc.
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

Up to this point, discussion has dealt
with generally accepted concepts as to
exclusions from inventory cost. To give
brief attention to an area in which differences of opinion are rampant, it need
only be asked whether all fixed charges
should be excluded from inventory value.
The most commonly held view is that fixed
charges do belong in inventory. W e shall
describe this practice here and then discuss the less subscribed to, but more recent, concept that they should be excluded.
_.

Fixed charges — comprising supervision,
depreciation, taxes, insurance, watching and
janitor service, etc.— represent the cost of
providing productive capacity, i.e., the
means to manufacture a product to be
subsequently sold at a profit. Common
practice has been to absorb such costs in
production by estimating the probable
amount of fixed charges to be incurred
during a year, dividing this pre- determined
amount by the expected volume of produ ction for the year (thus obtaining an absorption ra te), and applying this rate
against actual production. Any balance remaining— either over - absorbed or unabsorbed —plus any error in original estimate
of fixed charges for the year, is cleared to
operating profit or loss u nder this pra ctice.
Those who subscribe to eliminating fixed
charges or establishment costs from inventory contend that a fiction is created when
an attempt is made to carry fixed charges
into inventory value, for the following
reasons:
I. Actual fixed charges for period will usually differ from the predetermined
amount due to wage increases for supervisory personnel, changes in depreciation
charges because of acquisition or disposal of operating equipment, and
changes in insurance or fax rates or basis
for valuation. These differences make for
a direct write -off to operating profit or
loss.
2. Actual volume of production will usually
differ from that expected, leaving a balO C T O B E R , 1953

ance of fixed cost, to be written -off directly to operating profit or loss. Also,
fluctuating inventory value will result from'
changing expected production volume
from year to year, with the result that
fixed charges are never accurately stated
in inventory.
Another factor upon which considerable
stress is placed by the proponents of elimination of fixed charges from inventory is
the desirability of matching costs incurred
in a period against revenue earned in that
period. By writing -off currently all fixed
charges, the problem of the disposition of
over or under - absorbed fixed expense
would not arise to distort the profit picture
for a particular period, especially one in
which shipments a nd production might not
be in balance.
These same advocates state that these
"established costs" are the result of managerial decisions, e.g., location and size of
plant, as a factor in determining the
amount of taxes; extent and amount of
coverage, as deciding insurance costs; and
the amount and type of equipment, whether
new or used, as establishing the amount
of depreciation to be written off. These
proponents assert that, although these capacity charges are definitely a cost of doing
business, they are not truly chargeable
against a specific product as are direct
material and labor costs and variable expense but rather are in the same category
as general or administrative expenses and
should act as a deduction from operating
profit for the period.
The main advantages to be derived from
omitting fixed charges from inventory valuation are:
I. Inventory value would reflect quite clearly current actual costs, since it would
include only the direct material and labor and variable expense incurred and
would be properly responsive to changes
in economic conditions.
2. Comparison between years would be
more accurate, since costs would not be
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distorted by changes in anticipated level
of production with consequent lowering
or raising of the amount of fixed expense included in each unit of production.
3. Distortion in inventory value as between
similar product produced in different
plants would be eliminated. A product
produced at a new plant with high -taxvalue and full depreciation would still
be comparable to a product manufactured in an older, low- tax - value, fully
depreciated establishment. Any change
in value would result from efficiency or
production.
4. Inventory values would be made realistic,
since they would universally represent
only out -of- pocket costs and, when consistently applied, would represent a conservative yet accurate statement of current value.
J. L. KAVANAGH, Providence Chapter
INDUSTRIAL

ACCOUNTING

IS

NOT

DRAWING COLLEGE GRADUATES
AS IT SHOULD

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:

track at the moment, insofar as beginning
pay is concerned. Furthermore, it is alleged that the supply of trained engineers
is not keeping pace with the demand —a
situation caused mainly by our vigorous
defense effort. It is conservative to say
that the minimum beginning wage of
these graduates during the past two years
has been between $80 and $100 per week.
It is a lso tru e, in the case of some internal
business training programs open to college
graduates, that the initial pay is in the
neighborhood of $4,000 per year. Cost
accounting positions lag considerably behind these opportunities, so far as beginning pay is concerned, since cost positions
are open to men without experience at a
salary as low as $35 to $50 per week.
This would mak e it appea r that the college
training of cost accountants is inferior to
the training of engineers. However, this
line of reasoning is fallacious. Why wou ld
an engineer be better trained to make
engineering decisions than an accountant
to make cost decisions with the .came
amount of education and the same lack
of experience?
Another reason why young college men
are not particularly interested in the cost
accounting field is the prevailing belief
that cost accounting does not carry the

T H E A I M O F T H I S L E T T E R is to discuss
briefly the opportunities in the cost accounting field for the young college graduate.
Business organizations send representatives
to the campuses of colleges and universities throughout the country for the purpose
of recruiting new personnel for training
and eventual employment with the companies. These trained interviewers are finding it difficult to persuade young men to
enter the cost accounting field. One business executive remarked that the time is
coming when we will need trained men in
cost accounting but, today, it is almost
impossible to induce young men to enter
the cost accounting department. Perhaps
it might be well to consider some of the

same prestige value as financial, tax, and
public accounting. This belief is not nec-

reasons for this attitude of mind.

go into the cost accounting department,

essarily sound but there does seem to be
some basis for this attitude among college
students. The belief may stem from several
factors. Perhaps one of them is that cast
accountants are not paid as highly as in
other lines of accounting. Another factor
is that many young men feel that, if they

In the first place, there is competition

they will eventually arrive at a dead end.

from other professions. The college grad-

Thus transfers are requested to get into

uate who has completed four years of col-

the tax and financial divisions of the com-

lege work in engineering has the inside

pany, where the opportunity seems so much
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wider. A third factor might be the inclination of some business organizations
to view their cost accounting function as
a routine one, with the corollary that college- trained men are not necessary to it.
The supply of talent for such positions,
therefore, can be found among the high
school graduates, and the college man is
discouraged from applying for openings
at the bottom of the accounting ladder.
Incidentally, this factor might be one of
the reasons for the low initial pay of the
beginning cost accountant.
Another reason for the lack of interest
in the opportunities offered by cost accounting is a belief that, as time goes on,
cost accounting will become a less important function of business management. Opportunities in cost accounting must compete
with opportunities in the selling and administrative functions. Selling expenses
have always been a goodly share of the
seling price of the commodity or service,
and now we hear on all sides that administrative costs, also, are creeping higher
and higher in relation to the other costs
of producing.
College men who wish to enter the cost
accounting profession must be convinced
that it is a better idea to control costs
than to increase spending. Wha t are the
relative merits in arriving at decisions to
save thousands of dollars of newsprint by
cutting the width of a newspaper column
an eighth of an inch, compared with the
spending of thousands of dollars for a
half -hour television program advertising a
product or service?
It is the belief here* that there will
come a day when the control and supervision of costs will be more important
than it is at present, that better - trained
men will be needed in performing this

function, and that management will have
to devote more attention to the problem
of encouraging young men to enter this
field.
HAROLD G. AVERY, Albany Chapter

IMPUTED COSTS ARE ECONOM IC
ACTUALITIES

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
AMO NG TH E EARLY ADVOCATES favoring the inclusion of theoretical or imputed
interest on investment as a manufacturing
cost was the late Clinton H. Scovill, a
Boston C.P.A. and a past president of
N.A.C.A. (1925 - 1926). His rather well
known treatise on this subject appeared in
the March 1919 issue of the Supplement
to the American Economic Review. The
majority of the texts of today on cost accounting still devote a few paragraphs to
imputed costs but the expression of such
costs through accounting procedures, as
followed in practice, has been almost nil.
The prominent reasons advanced for this

are:
I. Imputed costs are not based upon transaction prices arrived at by "bargaining
at arm's length," thus violating the
sound accounting principle of recognizing only business transactions so established.
2. To include imputed costs as a product
cost would inflate the inventory and cost
of sales figures.
3. A lack of agreement as to what should
be included in the asset base for purposes of determining the imputed cost.
4. A lack of a greement as to what rate of
interest should be used to result in a
fair return on the invested capital.
5. Inclusion of imputed costs in the accounts merely results in considerable
clerical effort which inflates costs and
makes cost information less valuable for
price setting purposes.

* Professor Avery is chairman of the Placement Committee of Union College, Schenectady, N. Y.
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6. The credit entry offsetting the imputed
costs may result in an inflation of the
net income which may, in turn, cause the
payment of a higher income tax and
may also create fictitious surplus which
cannot be used for the declaration of
dividends, since no additional assets are
brought into the business.
After thinking th+)ugh such reasons, it
is rather easy to understand why accountants have refused to recognize imputed
costs in accounting procedures. However,
in turning from an accounting to a management point of view, situations may occasionally be found in which even the
accountant will agree that it is better to
report (without booking) certain cost information to management which includes
imputed costs.
One such example is in the case of the
company operating two plants perhaps at
two different locations. One plant is new
and highly mechanized, while the other is
old and still follows somewhat outmoded,
though still competitive, methods. To
make a direct comparison of unit product
costs between these two plants may be
misleading, particularly if the costs are
calculated under conventional methods.
Management may be lulled into satisfaction by the picture thus presented of the

formance of the new plant, once the old
one is finally abandoned.
A quite different example finds management struggling with the problem of
a proper balance between earnings allotted
to the stockholder through dividends and
the permanent retention of earnings in the
business.
Answering the question of
which of these two is more important or
should receive more emphasis is a great
deal like the "hen- and -egg" problem. However, there are many instances in which
the retention of earnings rather than the
declaration of a dividend will work eventually to the advantage of the stockholder.
Of course, provisions for such instances
are seldom immediately popular with the
stockholders.
At any rate, this affords a good opportunity to reflect the effect of imputed economic costs. It would not be necessary to
work them into product costs nor even
necessary to book them at all. In reporting
to the public, it would be necessary only
to exhibit a portion of the current period's
net income as assigned to an appropriately
named surplus reserve covering such economic costs.

As previously stated, these

costs cannot be recognized from an account-

new plant, which has much lower product
costs with all of its advantages, including

ing point of view but there can be no question of their actuality in an economic sense.

a much higher investment in plant. But is
this a fair comparison? If imputed inter-

sions has to be guided by this economic

Management, in reaching many of its deci-

est is included in the costs, a leveling fac-

type of reasoning.

tor is introduced which makes the two

suggested that the accountant, by insisting

Hence, it is strongly

situations more comparable. Actually, fig-

upon the inclusion of imputed costs for

ures of this kind should be made avail-

reporting purposes, can do his management

able to management on an estimated basis

a valuable service in the question of how

before and not after the new pla nt is con-

much of the compa ny earnings to retain in

tracted

the business.

for.

They

reflect

considerations

which could at least have some effect on

It would be interesting to know of the

the decision as to the timeliness of the

experiences of others in handling imputed

erection of the new pla nt and might erase

costs.

a good deal of disappointment in the per262

PAUL C. TAYLOR, New Orleans Chapter
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